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Ed#rdat-
imagine yourself making a shadow.

Finished?

Good.

Did you imagine, 1 wonder, setting it perceives as unimportant.* sacred, ritualistic. And it is. But it
up the lamp, or choosing an instru- Except that iii art the details are is also much more-ephemeral,
ment with a small point source, or never unimportant. But don't de- subversive, confounding, hysteri-
placing it at a particular distance spain in this issue we will give cal, metaphoric. therapeutic, mind-
from the projection surface? If you you more details than you can bending, gut-wrenching. ..
were using an overhead projector, shake a lightsaber at. Welcome to
did you plug it in first'? If you used the Shadow Issue. As Fabrizio Montecchi insists:
the sun as a light. was it shining so Shadow theatre is not a technique,
brightly that you felt its warmth on As this magazine hits your mailbox rather it is a kind ofscenic art, a
your skin? or local bookstore, the 88 Interna- theatrical language that makes use

tional Shadow Festival will be tak- ofa multitude of techniques.
No? ing place in Schwabisch Gmund,

Germany-dozens of performanc- When we decided to devote an is-
That's not surprising. Why'? Be- es by companies from all over sue of PI to Shadows, I was pretty
cause the amazing human mind the world. The range of work is sure we'd get enough material for a
is not only capable of imagining fantastic-small- and large-scale, good survey of the genre, but l did
things that it is not actually doing, simple and multi - layered , tradi - not foresee getting the deluge of
it also selects the most important tional and cutting edge. We often diverse articles that would threaten
images and leaves out the details think of shadow theatre as ancient, to breach our editorial levees

IMAGES FROM THE SCHWABISCH GMGnd SHADOW FESTIVAL PROGRAM
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WAMDA:
Op®Hi« Doors aAR flt,e~UU*8 Ll~'lk 01/l, Ejyptiawl Sh#619 Pu,ppetry
by Laurie McCants

Not long ago. m the cool ot a Cairo twilight. children ran will tall behind and be left 1,1 the hand0 ofa generation in ,earch of in0tant
through the wmding alley; (not tar hom where fecently a entertainnient :ini| 11-14t:int plea~re "
bomb wax planted under a bench at the centurie~-old .wmA. the Bahgat and hi4 fellow Wanu/a membet-0 Anow what it mean4 to hearch.
Khan iiI-Khalilijto gather m the open-air couityard 01 an el - but theit quew ha, been to tind the authentic entertainnient indigenous, to
egantly-rextored Ottoman-era hi~,toric hou'·,e Awaiting them theirow 11 culture They ventuted out and found the IN remaining ,hadow
wa4 a 4hadow-puppet ~tage. canopied with vibrant Egyptian puppeteer m all 01 Egypt. Ha«m Khanouta, who wai hant:iniz out and

C Lfe„tival fabric and 0trung with multicolored lights They 0nioking i/inha at an (thwa (cottee,hop) on Mohammed Ali Street. where
plopped them,elve, down in front ot the xtage and began to bufken look for work The aging mNer took them underhinving. teaching
chatit -Aragoil Arago/'- And on the,creen appeared the them the 0101 1(h and trick0 of ht. trade (how to buy and dry the tran,,lucent
shadow figure of "The Aragoz." the puppeteet who tiavels dotikey leather that ts cut. pierced. painted, and decorated m the Namic
trom vii lage to vii lage, ,treet to 4treet, pei torm ing the antic4 ,tyle, how to hinge and attach the todi. how to breathe life mto figure0
of hi, hand puppet. al.0 named Aragoi Like hi~ Turki~h and preHed againht the vereen 00 that they talk. walk. dance. cry. and laugh) Not
European couxi!70. Karagoi and Punch. Aragoz A a complex long after these le.0on.. Ha..an Khatiouta died The young artist0 were left
creature, a wily little guy Both dupe and trickver, ,illy and to cal  y on then teacher'h legacy, and al,c, that ol thet ranee *toi-. Mohammed
xly. hei a beloved rap0callion [bn [)antel. who fled to Cairo tiom Iraq during the Mongol invasions ot

Turn4 out the tricks on the audience thii time For :10
the ;tory unfold0. it 10 ievealed that thi$ diadow AngO7 10
not whatheappear~ to be He ~actually Ah Al-Zeibaa ( Alt
Quickv I ver" ). mafter of d i,gii i fe, a Nort of med meval Middle
Eaitein mix of Robin Hood and Zorro, yet unmi~takably 4
Egyptian By theeveningi end. Ah Al-Ze,baa ha~ managed
to upend the corrupt rule of tainted leader~ and re~tore order
to the nation. to the cheen ot the children who have been 4
entertained. engaged. and enl ightened by th i 4 twist on a 4tory Vt/:'*-,
as old :14 the Arabian NighA ., , 1/

The 0how i. one of ~everal updated ancient tales pre-
,ented by Mmicht (:in arcane Arabic woid that means "t/ie 5,
flii\11 (}1 light al night in the dark de#ert thut bill\' ilittlitificiteN *
eve, rthmg"),apuppettroupeled by Nabil Bahgal Dedicated ,
to revitaliting the almost-extinct Ahaval al i// (Egyptian
,hadow puppetry ). Bahgan motto i " We have that which
( (ill er/ircu u , " He teeK that thi0 di~tinctly Egyptian art
form can combat the "cultural invavoll' ot commelcial
product~ mid ~hallow value4 from abroad 1.ook at the Ninja
pioduction,J Bahgat ,ay4 -They are alway0 followed by the 13~ century HI~ three extant puppet play ~cript~ (labeled by the author
pizza promotion0 Th~ creatr, a non-productive penon. as -phantoni~ 01 the 4hadow~-) are the only complete eA,imple0 of Arabic
whenever he teeb. hungry he order, junk food by phone drania trom the Middle Age~ that h.ive ,urvived to the p~ent day
Bahgat feels that multinational corporatioih aim to make
people the world over into con4umet~ rather than creatori A. in Ibn Datiteli play0 (atid :1~ m ,(1 many puppet tradition4 the
So he and Wailida are not only bringing back 0torie~ from world ovcr ). Waimlit 04(4 old ~tot le„ to make new point, Modern Egypt
Egyptian tolklore, they are :il00 teaching children how to 10 a wondrow, and difficult place It take~ ~harp wit and ,heer bravery for

make and manipulate theit own puppet, Why bity We~tern ththe young artiv~ to yank th,$ dying craft back to lite m the 21" century

dollx ( made m China )' 1 " We have that whidi ( ali c Ip ' ci / Wanida A intent on addre,vng complex contemporary l ,sue4 through
u., " That the neighborhood children now know Aragoh updated :idaptatic,114. both re~pectful mid radical. ot theee aee-old street

name and clamor for his vorie~ 1% a te~tament to IUmida'4 -elitertailinielit4 - They are claimmg theit heritage a, :irtiv$ ma country in

~ilecew in ~ati~fying a need their community may not even which. for centurie~.only puppet0 have been permitted a ceitain freedom
knew it had -People are thinty fc,1 thi. type ofart becau~e of exple-ton With their impi~h antic~. the puppet, of Wamdit are playing

It reflect$ then heritage." Bahgat ,:ty~ -Th,4 genre enhance„ the -,indel the r:KI:tr" role that puppet. have alway0 played as social and

the imal~iliation. andifweabandon it. thenthe wholenation politic:il iritic0. .10 the voice ot the Um'/,I. the people
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WAMDA:
Opel*8 Doors akul 5|tkddi« 1-*ut ox Ejyp.tiak SluRow Pufpetry

by Laurie McCants

Not lone. aeo. in the cool of a Cairo twilight. children ran will fall behind and be left in the hands of a generation in search of instant
through the winding alleys (not lar from where recently a entertainment and instant pleasure.-
bomb was planted undera bench at the centuries-old snitk, the Bahgat and his fellow \Vit jj idu members know what it means to search .
Khan al- Khalili) to gather in the open-aircourtyard of an el - but their qi
egantly-restored Ottoman-era historic house. Awaiting them their own c
was a shadow-puppet stage. canopied with vibrant Egyptian

 puppeteer i
festival fabric and strung with multicolored lights. They sitioking.vh
plopped themselves down in front of the stage and began to buskers loo
chant: -Aragoz! Aragoz!- And oil the screen appeared the them the st,
shadow figure of"The Aragoz: the puppeteer who travels donkey lea
from village to village. street to street. performing the antics style. how
ot his hand puppet, also named Aragoz. Like his Turkish and pressed agaEuropeancousins. Karagozand Punch. Aragoz-isacomplex kngaftertl
creature. a wily little guy. Both dupe and trickster. silly and

 trn icill:1 1 8~[E~«IM1 8©ZOSsly. hes a beloved rapscallion.

Turns out the trick'% on the audience this time. For ciA
the story unfolds. it is revealed that this shadow Aragoz is FmdE@Ednot what he appears to be. He is actually Ali Al-Zeibaa ("Ali
Quicksilver"). masterof disguise. a sort of mediaeval Middle (Giar MKV~FZE)*Eastern mix of Robin Hood and Zorro. yet unmistakably
E.gypti:in. By the evenings end. Ali Al-Zeibaa has managed ~< <-~
to upend the corrupt rule oftainted leaders and regore order
to the nation. to the cheers of the children who have been ,*j ty

entertained. engaged. and etilightened by this t\vision a story
as old as the Arabian Nights. ,

 ..6. »5 / MA
The show is one of several updated ancient tales pre-

sented by Wamda (an arcane Arabic word that means "the
11(ish (}flightat night inthedarkdnert that bill\'illunlinates
ever,thing"), a puppet troupe led by Nabil Bahgat. Dedicated
to revitalizing the almost-extinct khaval al zill (Egyptian
shadow puppetry ). Bahgat 's motto is " We have that which
cau express ux. " He feels that this distinctly Egyptian art · --
form can combat the 'cultural inva~ion" of commercial vvitrt || Afmwfw ar3~».~r -- -,~],~'Y
products and shallow values from abroad. '-Look at the Ninja Now Touring on the West Coast
productions." Bahgat says. "They are always followed by the 13'1' cen For Booking info call (510) 543-7510

pizza promotions. This creates a non-productive person: as -phantoi ~ f. leonidaskass@yahoo.corn ~(1
www.kassapides com

whenever he feels hungry he orders junk food by phone. drama fron
Bahgat feels that multinational corporations aim to make
people the world over into consumers rather than creators. As iii l
So he and Wmmht are not only bringing back stories from world over
Egyptian folklore. they are also teaching children how to is a wondrc
make and manipulate their own puppets. Why buy Western these youn
dolls (made in China)? "We hare that which can express Walm/a is
us. " That the neighborhood children now know Aragois updated ad
name and clamor for his stories is a testament to Wamda'x -entertainn
success in satisfying a need their community may not even which. for
knew it had. -People are thirsty tor this type of art because ofexpressi
it reflects their heritage." Bahgat says. -This genre enhancex the -under
the imauination. and if we abandon it. then the whole nation political cr
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The building that houses Wann/a is hidden away iii an
impoverished neighborhood in the heart of Old Islamic Cairo.
To find it. you have to ask the neighbors which cramped and
crooked alley to follow. Once tliere, you walk through an ornate
wooden doorway into a glistening. restored 16'11 century house.
Therek a labyrinth of rooms. intricately tiled and latticed. many
of which have been turned into workxhops atid class i c ic) in, where
Wa,m/,1 teaches puppetry to childicti a nd a*piting arti,t,. In the
open-air courtyard. they experiment with performance style iii

U
their evening shows. Recently. they expanded the role of the 0
rawi. (The k/mra/,1/ i//has always mixed shadow puppets mid 1
human performers, the rawi i, the .t<,ryteller/singer/poet who ~
serve, as a conduit betweeii audience :ind puppets. ) Iii some of
\Viti , idds new showx. the rawi now solicits audience sureestions .
empowering them to actually determine the ending of the play. an imaginary world. How wonderful that Bahgat and Wimich, air
After the final song. the children mid their familiex filter into opening doors for their audience into a place that helps them know
the night. This elegant old house. the Beit lf/ Scheimv. once a who they are and imagine who they can be iii this world.
private domicile ofthe rii ling class, now a Cultural center for the
community. has been renamed by Wa,mic, as the Belt /7 Sehei,in'
Center /21· innorcition. Its doors are open. Laurie McCants is a founding member of the Bloomsburg

Roughly translated. khavW W i// means -shadows of the Theatre Ensemble [www.bte.org]. In 2007, BTE collaborated
imaeination." As the lightcast on the screen brings the puppets with Wamda in creating Our Shadows, a bilingual puppet
to life. So Wanichi has animated tile imagination of their commu- play that toured to hundreds of schools and community
nity. Collectively. the Egyptian shadow puppet play5 are called centers, introducing American children and their families to
babitt . which means - doors ,- bee· ause each play is a door into the Egyptian arts of music , dance, and the khayal al zill.

The Center for Puppetry Arts - Atlanta, GA

PUPPETS: THE POWER OF WONDER
Rated by the Atlanta Journal-Constitution as "one of the top five exhibits
in Georgia," and by MSN.com as one of the top 10 children's museums in

~- the United States.ill
PUPPETS: THE POWER OF WONDER is a hands- on museum displaying
more than 350 puppets from various time periods and countries around
the world. All provide an exploration of puppetry as an international,

4 ancient and popular art form.

fl, 1 ,, www.puppet.org/museum/permanent.shtml
% f» t i ,

VIETNAMESE WATER PUPPET, GIFT OF UNIMA-VIETNAM
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UNIMA USA I
CITATION VVINNERS 2009-2010

Citation-quality shows exalt-- and exemplify the best of-- the art of puppetry in North
America.Through these awards, UN/MA-USA seeks to stimulate and reward exce//ent
puppet theatre.

- -- LIVE THEATER CATEGORY ---

The Wizard of Oz
411(71 Ste]}liens . Christopher Piper and
Mayfield Piper the Puppet (]o.

Billy Twinkle, Requiemfor a Golden Boy
Ronnie Burkett - Theatre of Marionettes 91,6, 38...3%

7'illigic'~\„(,(1 11.11-i(,llc'tlc·h

Pinocchio
directed by Nancy Aldrich: written In Jon Ludwig
72.irs c,1 Joy Theatre «sop'$ Fables ~A -

The Dragon King
l'anglewood NI:tricmettes

Aesop's Fables
Liza Sturz. Red Herring Puppets Viltr

The Woodland Cinderella Reel Herring Pul,1,(·ts
Deborah Costine

Images of China -I. - =.

Ytiqin J\'ong and Zhengli Xi Dragon Art Stildio ~ ~

Bride
Kevin Augustine Lone \\'oil 1111)e

- - RECORDED MEDIA CATEGORY ----
t

Too Loud a Solitude
Genevieve Anclerson IBE,X, hic.

tile Puppet Co.

31 FE
www.unima-usa.org/gallery
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Rod to RIG*t, th£ 'MUi*tg Of a, p,ufp,et »lk
I by Morgan FitzPatrick Andrews

REID OOK
The artistry of Erik Ruin has become a familiar sight in the realm,
of radical puppetry mid political art. His sharp graphic style 13 dis-
tinctive: gaunt-faced figures with thick. wrinkly hands inhabiling:m
intricate backdrop of industrial urbania and twisted thorny wilder-
ness. Layers of bold, expressive lines weave an elaborate papercut rirrn ...
cobweb that captures the eye and evokes an intertwining tension
between struggle and hope on the precipice of resolution. leaving 6 h
the viewer to determine which will be victonous.

Erik'1 art is easily obtainable through Justseeds-a coopera-
tive of artists who make graphic work around social justice issues
and sell their prints for cheap online, and Erik'% silkscreen. stencil.
and woodblock print+ pop up on walls the world over. Hek also
been active iii the do-it-yourself (DIY) publishing world, having
contributed graphics fur newspapers. magazines, books and album
jackets. Underthe nom de plunie --Erik Reuland," he co-edited and
designed the cover for the hefty anthology Realling the hitpossible:
Art Against Authority. But there is a vast aspect to Erik ' s creativity
that can only be experienced by being in his presence: his work as a
shadow puppeteer. Hes staged puppet rock opens. adapted Shake-
speare and Brecht. and (ironically) cut shadows for Minnesota Public
Radio. Over the past decade. Et ikk performances have been a fixture
at puppet festivals. activist conferences and punk rock concerts. as
well as a roadside attraction. Iii 2007 he touted the American East there was little outlet for that wish. When he saw his first shadow
Coast solely via public trati~portation. and i,1 2005 built :, sh:iclow puppet show al a squattercommutilty space in Philadelphiain 1998,
puppet peepshow that he towed behind him on a bicycle trip arc„ind something resonated with him.
Europe. Yet he hesitates to call himself a puppeteer. 1 really thought it was great. You didn't have to be an expell at

"1 callthework I do 'shadowsequences' orshadow theater.- it-justlikeanythingitipunkrock. Youcouldjust pickitupandcut
says Erik Ruin (or Reuland-both work for him). "Pec,ple have a upabunchotstuffandmove it around. You could strive to do well.
certain amount of expectation of puppetry. that things:irc going to be but ifyou screwed up it was really no big deal. It was an ea~y way to
more movement-oriented. But the movement that I do A Kiniple and enter into that realm of being a creative. vocal, political person."
subtle. I really like layering things and animating them th:it way.- In 1999 Erik moved to New Orleans where he performed shadow

Some oftheimage~ in Erik's diadow theater:irepuppets inthe puppet stories at punk shows with fellow Michigander Shanna
classic sense: intricate little silhouettes etchedo,It of cardboard(Erik Owen. They calledthemselvesthe Puppetbaggersand their shows
tends to use beer boxes) that move around behind a sci'ecii or on were xurreal tindes about having sex with a raven and zombies
the glass of an overhead projector (OHP). More of his images are plummeting to earth from another dimension. The Puppetbaggens
entire scenes. sometinie, made from big sheets of cutaway paper- got alltheirquirky friends iii c)11 theact. utilizing everyonek eclectic
board that tloat across the landscape before Kettling into place. or talents.
colorful mosaics of contact paper cutouts and spray-painted stencils -We pilt my friend James iii this van and lacked him up on cof
that scroll by on a -kranky." fee to record him telling the zombie story, then slowed down the

-My work is kind of like a book in theater form. Comics and recording and layered in :ill these sound effects. Our friend Don
painting inform what I do: it has the fluidity of painting and the manipulated the tape during our show to create a 'Zonibie Slow-
unexpected experiment you find when you 4pill a bunch of paint Jam' with funky hiphop beats. It was really great.-
on something. it also ha3 the framing and dynamic composition Erik'% political bent popped out when he returned to Detroit in
found in the panel ofa comic book-that splicing ofiniages you 2(*)1 and started a project called Rust & Riot with puppeteer Bcc
get in comics or film." Young, backed by musicians playing violin. cello. guitar, banjo.

Erik Ruin is a memberofthe -puppet punk' generation: artists drunis and saxophone. Theit xhows offered a peciple's history of
whotookthe DIY model created by punk music iii the 1970sand Detroit: stories about MattinLuther King. the 1943 and 1967 race
8()s and reapplied it to fit the medium of puppetry. Growing up in riots. as well as Frida Kahlo :mci Diego Rivera. (Julie Taymor's
Detroit. Erik wasdrawntotheenergy of punk rock andhail adesire film F,-idarelocated the~eartists'Detroit periodto Manhattan-a
to perform. but being a shy person who didn t play an in1trunient. detaillhat Erik begrudges.) Oneshowtold of adoctor named 0xxian
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who was roniantically itivolved with Brecht). To date. Erik has made
five different Pirate Jenny shows. and Jenny is the central theme
of his c,therwise wordless shadow play Seams Like. a collaboration
with the Minneapolis music duo Dreamland Faces. Seams Like's
images happen on a triptych of scrims starting with mountainous
landscapes that fall away to reveal neighborhoods. which digolve
to show the interiors of people's home~ until nothing remains but a
solitary billboard posing a simple question: "Lonely?- The pumping
of an accordion ushers in a detailed cutout of atavern as an intricate
little Jenny scrubs the wooden floor. Projections of pirate ships
inspire Jenny's transformation from hapless servant to vengeful
buccaneer who commands her ghastly crew to burn the town to the
ground and spare no one. The ship sails away. and spray-painted
lanciscapex shift from ocean to mountains. shattered glass to for-
ext. and then airiveK in a sea of faces. Seums Like's final vignette
compiles side-by-side iniages that zooni the viewer in and out of
perspective: a figure stands on the cracked pavement. Suddenly
we're looking at lines iii someone'% hand.

Erik explainh this as -revelation as rupture-the thought that
you knew what something was. now you realize you don't. and that
revelation is something th:it could potentially kill you. In -Pirate
Jenny," this person people spit on turnA out to have a lot more power
than they thought. We make a lot of assumption.M about the world.
When we discover that it's not how we thought it was. that call be
a potentially liberating or potentially dangerous place to be in."

Most of Erik Ruin's earlier work was tiny-Seams Like's
screens measured 2'x2' and the puppets  faces were impossible to
see from the back row at Pittsburghs Black Sheep Puppet Festi-
val. As a touring artist who either packs his show on a bicycle. iii
a suitcase conforming to Amtrak's luggage limits. or stuffed on
top of some bands equipment in a tour van. his puppets can't be

Sweet. the first African-American to move into a white neighbor- big. -Portability." he says. -but il,0 intimacy. On tour I'm always
hood in Detroit. Erik explains. "His house was surrounded by a reminding people. 'Please get up really cioxe-really be in it and
mob and ,omeone from the house shot into the crowd and killed feel involved in it.-
someone. The judge charged everyone in the house with murder.' Erikb fint foray into large-scale work came in 2007. Min-
Rust & Riot'sgoal wastotellalesser-known history ofaplaceand nesota Public Radio commixxioned him to make and perform a
it~ people , but all of the stories had sad outcomes . series of shadow sequences for Fae,-ics , Dc ,gs & Fighting Men. a

Like many radical shadow puppeteers. Erikdrewinspintionfrom St. Patrick's Dayperformanceat St.Faulk Fitzgerald Theater. Erik
printmakers like Franz Masercel. Kathe Kolwicz. Elizabeth Catiett. enlarged his customary tiny puppets via OHP for an audience of
Ernst Kirchner, and Bread & Puppet founder Peter Schumann. In 1,()00 people-a far cry from what he was accustomed to. For Erik.
2()()2 Erik made the pilgrimage up to Vermont to intern with Bread the show was great. but he yearned for intimacy. -When 1 can feel
& Puppet whose style differed greatly from what Erik had been that live connection tothe audience. I have this real link with them.
making-it moved slowly and with graceful majesty. -B&P uses We're all in this dark room together. 1 know they're there and they
iconography more than characters." says Erik. "theater of symbol- know that I'm here. saying something through the medium of my
ism that reclaims religious icons and makes non-religious things work. There'1 something xpecial about that."
holy." Bread & Puppet.s paper mache giants floating across fields Erik's recent performances are boundless in their expel-imenta-
and through forests affected Erik's ideas. -Imparting movement to tion. Sometimes he plays as anon-musical band member with groups
the objects of everyday life-doors. windows. chairs-it made me of improvising musicians. creating abstract light shows using mui-
thinkaboutthecitythat I livein. Howwould I move that?Howdo tiple projectors laden with lettovercutouts of paperandacetate-a
I interact with it? Buildings and cities and streets are very much testing ground for more firmly narrative work. In creating images for
acharacterin my work . I ' ve always been intrigued by the idea of Reid Books 20()7 rockopera The Nothing Facmr>·. Erik framed his
moving while standing still-like standing on a freeway overpass shadow scenes inside Victorian windowpanes. loaded slide carrou-
and watching all the cars rush by. or when youre biking around and sels with altered vacation photos. and erected a life-sized toy theater
your mind moves< independently of your feet as they pedal.- xcene onstage while scrolling multiple OHP kranky sequences to

One story that Erik keeps coming backtoix Bertolt Brecht s -The relateadystopictale of a world where everybody desires everything.
Ballad of Pirate Jenny" (poshibly written by Elisabeth Hauptmanti and so a f~actory is created that manufactures nothingness.
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- My goal i s to make something beautiful. Even if we' re troine
to talk about sad things-the dooin and gloom and bare facts of
existence. which are pretty ugly at times-I want beauty in it and
1 want people to be able to see that. Therek so much beauty left
iii the world. That'; something that 1 want to come through.'

Erik Ruin'~ work can be seen at

WWW.iustseeds.org and

www.puppetuprising.org

Morgan FitzPatrick Andrews creates puppet art in
Philadelphia (see page 29) and is featured in Puppetry
/ntemationa/ #25: 40 Under 40.

Pulliletry Yellow PageS

Join UNIMA-USA and
list your puppetry
resources jn the new

'00,

Perhaps Erikk finest work to date ix a piece called Flight. '9;tzmo
based on the stories of African refugees and set to a chilling live
score by violinist/vocalist Katt Hernandez. /'lightl silhouette
protagonist is sent on a vivid and horrendous journey plagued PUPPETRY YELLOW PAGES!
by arson. military juntas, boy-eating lions. and epic treks actoss
deserts and oceans. Why would anyone want to look at thisi The
atiswer is in Erik'x art: viewing it and seeing the labor that went This next generation of the Touring Directory soars to
into every tiny hand-cut diamond 01 chain-link fence is enough to new heights with:
make an audience drool. He has mastered the art of transforming v

· exciting design · improved organization · expanded listing ~misery into passion in hi$ vision fur a better humanity.
categories including: museum exhibits, resident productions,"Lately rve been wanting to give people some sense of pos-

touring shows,workshops/classes, design services,sibility through puppetry.- he says. "To make things that are more
nuanced and less dogniatic-not necessarily a sense of being and special events/activities.
always uplifted. but not of being crushed, at the very least.-

Company Level members receive three complimentary listingsFlight. The Nothing Factor, and another Reid Books/Erik
in this unique and groundbreaking publication! Don't be left out ofRuin collaboration called Conspiracies Of Rea/itr are the first
this new and optimal reference for all things puppetry.three releases on Erik and Reid's new publishing project, Desper-

ate Commodities. Each title features a handmade package with a
bilkscreened cover, a booklet Containing the storys text and art.

plus a CD of the music from the performance. It has always been Go to www.unima-usa.ora for more information.difficult for puppeteers to capture the essence of a live show and
make it available to those who cannot be there to see it. Erik and
Reid's label is a valiant effort to remedy this through their mission
to juxtapose images. woril~ and sounds.
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0 wk of &£ 5 61GWS:
Ilya and Arseny Epelbaum in Moscow

by John Freedman i·*di<

it ix hard to believe that no shadow theaterexisted *'1
iii Moscow bet'ore ilya Epelbaum emerged on L el - l-*Imjillivqvifilizilillpllilililillill.i.i.j./.*Wjk
the scene in the mid-1990s. On the other hand.
now that Ilya and his son At*ny have become . ille;Bil 14/
recognized as the shadow masters of Russian e.l
theater. it surely seems as though it must have 1 Y,f.Al#!11
been that way.

Where would the shadows have been before Ilya ~ m ' /4.ip#
and his wife Maya Krasnopolskaya founded their
"family theater." the Ten: or Shadow. Theater in =:&=-41.- I ,».~1 1 '1 2-9
their apartment in 1987? Lighting designers have
always known the value of a well-placed shadow.

FOREIGN WINDOWS . SHADOW DESIGN By ARSENY EPELBAUM

of course. In Russia. Yefim Udler knew no equals.
But the extraordinary shadows and light concocted
by Udler rarely had an independent function. their -A shadow theater seemed closext to what ati ailist does on paper." Ilya explained.
primary purpose being to evoke atmosphere and "But l have no education in theater and we couldn't hold to the genre for long. 1 think
emotional shading. Naturally there were discrete what best describes us isvi>,ual theater.'Mine is the theater of an artist who begins
shadow elements in the work at the Obraztsov with visual images and then adds literature. music and other things.-'
Puppet Theater. decades ago one of the most in- The works that established the Ten' Theater as an important Moscow venue were
fluential puppet theaters in the world . But as the 7'he Tour of the lilikan Grand Royal Theater in Russia l \ 996 ) and P./. 72 haikorsky.
old adage has it. the exception proves the rule: the Swan Lake. The 0/icm (1998).
fact is that shadows were exclusively relegated to The first wa, a total-environment work in which spectators entered a world
the realm of puppet theaters. It was a specializa- created by Epelbaum and Krasnopolskaya. The show's -performers" belonged to
tion limited to the confines of a specialized form the fictitious Lilikan nation. a name created from the Russian words for -midget-
of theatrical art. (/i/iplt/) and '"giant" (ve/ikim). These people were ostensibly so tiny that when the

Lilikan Grand Royal Theater went on tour. it took its entire physical plant with it.
Ilya Epelbaum changed that. including. purportedly, the 2.0()0 Lilikan spectators who always kept their theater

filled to the rafters. This and a myriad of other amusing details were narrated to us
In the late 1980s Epelbaum was a professional bythecharming andever-ironic Krasnopolskayaasifshe were conducting an excur-
designartistin hismid-20swith anitch todo some- sion through a museum. Spectators were led into a space that ilya had constructed
thing different. His wife Maya was a professional with elaborate chandeliers. tiny art works displayed on the walls. a cafeteria serving
puppeteer. One thing led to another and. as two thumb-nail open-faced sandwiches. a bank to change rubles into the minuscule local
babies came into the picture. a daughter and then currency of lils. a quartet of hand-painted. scrolling'video- screens on the walls.
a son, the couple resolved to do the unthinkable an actual moving puppet orchestra led by a wild-haired conductor and much more.
- they decided to create theirown theater. This was The production ofthe touring 1-ilikan theater- an allegedly ancient folk epos titled
the Perestroika era. and the impulse was not un- TH'c, 7'rees-wasafrenetically-paced puppetshow featuringone-inchpuppetsonthe
usual. For the first time in eight decades. Russians end of sticks. As funny and entertaining as it was. it was anti-climactic to the entire
regained the right to open a theater without state experience. The immersionoftheaudienceintotheworld ofthe Lilikanstooknearly
intrusion or support. In an interview conducted in 45 minutes: nvo 79-ecs clocked in at about fifteen.
2002, Il years after the Ten' had received official Swan Lake. another grand ruse, began with a party in a foyer entered and hosted
status as a municipal theater. Ilya told me what he by Krasnopolskaya. It then tratixformed into a street theater scene - still in the foyer
and Maya had in mind. - with fire and tumbling actors who eventually led everyone into a hall where the

remainder of the performance took place in traditional surroundings - actors on stage.
spectators in their seats, But there was nothing traditional about this inventive work.

i C J
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By this time Epelbaum was being invited to

ander Bakshi conceived the idea for an adventur-
ply his trade elsewhere. When the composerAIex-

ous . essentially wordless production called Fi-(mi
the Red Book of Extim·ticm (20(13). he enlisted
Epelbaum as co-creator. Working on stage with a

f
video camera. an overhead projector. anda palette
of watercolors. Epelbaum created an ever-evolv-

1 A ing environment projected on huge drops behind
~.4..1 ~ I ' M the players. One of the most moving inoments in

this work about people and cultural phenomena
being pushed to the edge of extinction iii the nicid-

1-Li /1.........4/ ern world was a scene of a live ballerina dancine
in silenceas Epelba,imappeared topaintherinto a
cage. Slowly but surely. his brushstrokes projected
on the wall behind the performer trapped her in a
corner then blacked her out altogether.

Working at the renowned Sovremennik

FROM THE RED BOOK OF EXTINCTION Theater in 2004. Epelbaum created nu tile roll s
shadow Kenes for Valery Fokin's chamatization
of Nikolai Gogol ' x The Overcout. the story of the

The cast consisted of live actors. puppets, shadows and. most magically. images impoverished clerk Bashmachkin who is obsessed
revealed in the ashes of burning paper or sketched by Epelba,im in real time iii with the idea of obtainint: a new overcoat Iii the
wax at the bottom of a ~hallow pali of water and projected onto a screen. prologue of this one-actor xhow. Epelbaum created

lii this tall tale. the creators claimed to have discovered a lost Acore by Tchai- a hypnotic, silent snowstorm. both hinting at the
kov0ky. indicating that his fiiNt draft of Snym Lake, was an opera. The production setting iii wintry St. Petersburg. as well as tipping
at the Ten- Theater. then. was billed as the world premiere of the great compoher'A the spectator off to the sen,ation of isolation that
unknown work. That may not have fooled many. but 1 have yet to meet anyone who never abandons the unfortunate clerk. In fact. the
failed to be charmed by this multi-media spoof ofeverything theatrical. Arguably. weather of this show -rain. floods. snow and ice-
it was Swan Lake thatest:,blished Epelb:iumas the gc,-tom:t,i fc~t :„iyo'ie wishing ~va„rndered exclu<ively in ~hadows. Epelbaum:s
to incorporate shadows into their works. More importantly. it was probably Swan ihadow creations also gave expression to several
Lake and Lilikan Grand Roveil Tlicater toeether that encouraged theater niaker, of Bashmachkin'sdream imaces. among them an
to think outside the box :ind eniploy unorthodox visual elements in their work. undulating sewing machine that is in the process

Epelbaum and Krasnopolskaya further encouraged this notion in tile 200(}s of making the fateful new overcoat.
by establishing a series of miniaturex called The Lilikan Mitxemn ol Theatrical But it was a scene of nighttime violence in
4/eas. These were productionh that the husband and wife created in tandem with which. for a few moments. Epelbaum's shadows
famous performers. directors and writers. All ran approximatel> 15 minutes and became the primary players. Against the spectral
were performed inside an exquisitely detailed. scale model of a real opera house background of mi ominous St. Petersburgskyline.
replete with 2.()00 spectators. balconies. an orchestra pit and ornate windows a shadowy group ofthugs chaotically swept acrosg
through which real spectati„ s watched the action. the back screen appearing to attack the actor play-

The legendary theater director Anatoly Vasilyev wa, mvited to stage a brief. ing Bashmachkin and make off with his prized
but hilarious and incendiary ver< ion of Mc, lierek The Miwijitlirope. in which the possession . All of this was created by backlit
director had a puppet spectator hurled from the balcony to his death before having actors perforining behind a screen.
the entire theater burned down. using clever lighting and shimmering plastic sheets. Arseny Epelbaum could not possibly have
of course. Tonino Guerm. Fellini and Antonioni's milaborator and script-writer. escaped the influence of his parents' theater even
created an astonishing apocalyptic piece called Rain after the Flood. in which if he had wished to . He was literally born . raised
ma ny of the worldk majorcities were in undated by waterbefore tlie theater itself mid educated there. Although he never performed
was drowned. literally using smoke and mirrors. The world-class Bobhoi Ballet iii any of the shows - he claims his parents were
soloist Nikolai Tsiskaridze actually danced pirouettes in a show called The Death too seiious about their work to allow that - he
0/ Po/yphenms - his leg and foot were just able to fit down onto the miniature was eternally in the midst of everything as it was
Atalle of the scale model theater. being conceived and created. By the time he was
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14 he knew he wanted to study theater professionally and applied At present ilya. Maya and Arseny are working together for
to the Moscow Art Theater school . Not accepted because of his the first time on a new prodliction 01  The Blite Bird. The plan is
age. he was able the following year to enter the Russian Academy to build a long corridor with walls made of film screens. through
of Theater Arts. He graduated in 2()()7 at the tender age of 19. which spectators will walk. as shadows and film images from

While still a student at the institute. Arseny found his way Maeterlinck'+ play surround them on two sides. If that sounds like
into the company of Dmitry Krymov. one of the most important something you have never Keen. you are beginning to get a picture
and innovative directors to emerge in Moscow in the 2000%.1 As of what the Epelbaums consider a normal day's work.
he tells it . he was sitting in on rehearsals of Krymov ' s Sir Valites .
Doukey Hot iii 2005 when a discussion arose about shadow figures.
Arseny offered his services. but Krymov didn't take the unknown
17 year-old seriously. Later, however, when the scene still hadn't
gelled, Krymov was encouraged by his actors to bring the youth
back. According to Arseny. the students said. -Hek the son of
that guy from the Ten' Theater,' and that apparently was enough J
to convince Kryinov to make the call ' Epelbaum. Jr. ended up
creating shadows for and performing in several of Krymov'. pro-
ductions over the next few years.

Apart from his work on Donkey Hot. Arseny mounted detailed
shadow xcenes for Krymov's dramatization of Andrei Platonov's
story The Cow (2007) at the School of Dramatic Art. He also
performed in Krymov'* production of The Demon. The Viewf)'om
Above ( 2006). and for Krymovs studio he directed a delightfully
tongue- in-cheek show called Optimits Millidit .N ( 2007 ). in which
12 spectators. broken into groups of lour. chased four actors from
place to place, watching scenes unfold froni the deconxtructed
works of Shakespeare and Alexander Pushkin.

If the delicate and beautiful images created for Donkey H<,t
were relatively traditional - images of humans working puppets
behind a screen - those devised for The Cow were more sophisti-
cated. They included a seument in which an individual takes apart
a train in order to rebuild it as a rocket , mid a full - length scene of ILYA EPELBAUM IN FROM HE RED BOOK OF EXTINCTION

a man's earliest erotic memoriex. Here. as the man thinks back to
his childhood. his memories of xtirring adolescent sexuality and
the love he had for his family cow commingle in a single knot of End]1()te#

sensations that are expressed in the form of a woman's silhouette
undressing and dressing again one night. 1 Quoted in John Freedman. "Total Theater. Starring

C C Puppet~." New York Timex (March 31.2002):Other shows for which Epelbaum. Jr. has created shadow available online at: www.nytimes.coni/2002/03/31/
scenes include Alexander Ogaryov s staging of Alexander Chu- theater/1 heater-t~}tal -theater-starring-puppets.html.
gunov ' s Libido ( 2006 ) and Alexci Burykin 's staging of his own
play Foreign Windows (2009). This latter work contains some ot - t·or more on the Kry mov studio. see John Freedman.

the most advanced shadow work the young artist has created to -Dinitty Ki·ymov: I)e5igner's Theati-e,-
rheatreForuti Nci. 32 (20(18): 13-18.date. Burykin's mystical play about four people meeting before

and after they are born is performed in a generally empty space. ~ Quoted in John Freedman, "iii the Family." The
Epelbaum created elaborate and dynamic shadow backdrops Mo Scow Time< ( Aug list 8. 2()()8).
that place different moments of action in, among other places. a
leafy park. an urban riverside. a street with a tram moving down
its tracks. a traffic-jammed thoroughtare and mi interior with a John Freedman is the theater critic of The Moscow
rain-washed window. Projected at a sharp angle onto the stage's Times and co-author, with Kama Ginkas, of
back wall through a door at stage right . the images were visibly Provoking Theater: Kama Ginkas Directs. His
distorted . giving them a sense of life and niovement . as well as voice plays the lead role in 7-he Epic of Litikan,
accentuating the otherworldliness that was an important part of the latest show to open at Moscow's Ten' Theater.
Burykin's play.
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The Eye of Light - Playing in the Shadows
by Stephen Kaplin

The Light of Creation
In the beginning (according to Biblical sources) there was 1041 seconds afterthe Big Bang (according tocontemporary
Light, emanating from the very first creative utterance ofthe cosmologists) an unimaginably fierce. rolling pinpoint of

Divine architect. This radiance percolated down from the energy sprangintoexistence out of theemptinessof No-Space/
highest planes of existence. illuminating the entire newborn No-Time. Expanding explosivelyinten or eleven dimensions
Universe even before sun and stars had been created. In the (depending on who's counting) the unified forces of Space/
b)jiar ( 'The Book of Splendor." a 1 P century Jewish Kabbal - Time/Gravity spl it apart and unfurled to fill an area the size of
ist treatise,) there is acompellingdescription ofthe eniergence the solarsystem in less than a second-an unbelievably dense
of this primal Light into the realm of the physical: and burning ball of plasma, hotter than the interior of a star.

During this period, Space itself slowed brilliantly in every
...Within the most hidden recess a dark flame issued direction and from every point. so that not a trace of shadow
from the mystery of Ey„ Sof 1"without end" 1. the existed from one end of the Universe to the other. Thousands

Infinite, like a fog forming in the informed-enclosed of years of expansion passed before the newborn cosmos had
cooled enough so that hyper-energized quarks could begin

in the ring of that sphere, neither white nor black,
to link up and congeal into hydrogen atoms. As cons passed.

neither red nor green. of no color whatever. Only after the omni-directional radiation gradually simmered down to
this flame began to assume size and dimension did the velvety blackness of near-vacuum and the production of
it produce radiant colors. From the innermost center light photons became localized into the massive clumps of

of the flame sprang forth a well out of which colors hydrogen and helium, that became the first stars. Yet even
today, billions of years after the fact, the energy imprint ema-

issued and spread upon everything beneath. hidden in
nating from those first fiery moments of cosmo-genesis still

the mysterious hiddenness of E.v,1 So/...It could not be reverberates throughout the Universe as a faint background
recognized at all until a hidden supernal point shone hum of radiation that can be detected by our most sensitive
forth under the impact of the final breaking through.1 radio-telescopic instruments.
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In truth, there is not a whole lot which mystics and scientists Fascinating stuff, no doubt, for Sufi poets, ethnologists. per-
can agree upon. But these two accounts of the first moments formance studies scholars and other students of the arcane.
of Creationseein to concurthat the Universeandall it contains But there is anothercompelling reason togive serious attention
is a composition of various sub-frequencies and textures of to the art of shadow performance-something that goes to the
Light. This awesome energy force (constituting the living essential nature of the craft of puppetry itself.
fabric of the Divine garment. orexcitable photons traveling at
186,000 miles per second. depending on yourbeliefset)has Atits core, theartof puppetry consists of creatively bridging
been stepped down many, many octaves before ever reaching the gaps between performer. performing object and audience.
the opaque confines of our particular neighborhood of the Shadow puppetry factors in an additional element to this tri-
Space/Time continuum and registering on our feeble eyes. Iii adic equation-since it is not the object being manipulated
this straightened manner, the olice-pure Cosmic Light trickles by the puppeteer that is focus of the audience's attention.
into the mouth of the dense, materialcaves where we. Plato'% but the object's image as it appears projected out onto some
prisoners. are chained, no doubt watching dim re-runs ofthe surface or translucent plane, As the puppet figure is pulled
ereater reality-show. away from the focal plaile, the gap between the physical pup-

pet and its shadow image widens. It is this gulf, where object
Given its primacy in the very fabric of the physical universe. and image first begin to wiggle free of each other's embrace.
it is perfectly logical for both mystics and puppeteers to make which defines the art of shadow puppetry. Thus while other
use of Light (and its antonymic. Shadow)as a metaphor for eenres of puppetry engage the tension ofthe animator/object
human existence. The shadow puppet figure itself is a kind duality. shadow puppetry plays upon the exponentially greater
of bridge between the world of disembodied spirits and the dynamic of the animator/object/image complex. The material
physical world that we inhabit in our hard. opaque bodies. It substance out of which this dance between performing object
performs a text that is actually a dance ofthe naked, tialislu- and iniage is fabricated is a composite of ethercal light and
cent parchment skin-a skin that has not yet been tattooed and its absence. No wonder then that the results are so remark-
pinned down with letters. words and verses that subsequently ably malleable.
freeze into sheets of written scriptural canon. Shadow pup-
pets are a kind of living hieroglyph, not etched into Mone or The image/object gap can be manipulated with the application
punched onto clay, but spim out of Light and imbued with of various mechanical filters. such as precisely curved arcs
breath and motion. In the words of the 12'1} Century Persian of smooth, polished glass. These refract and subtly twist the
Poet. Omar Khayyam: unfocused stream of light, before or after it passes through

the object, into crisp. disciplined patterns that can then be
Heav n but the Vision of fulfilled Desire. projected a great distance onto any receptive flat screen or
And Hell the Shadow from a Soul on fire. surface. Or the focused beams can be directed to fall onto

Cast on the Darkness into which Ourselves, photo-sensitive receptors inside the body of a camera and
translated into an analog pattern or digital bit streams. making

So late emerged from. shall sc, soon expire. the image suitable foreven wider dispersal. But while sophis-
ticated technical mediation increases the distance in space and

We are no other than a moviniz row time that these patterns of light and niotion can be transmitted.
Of Magic Shadow-shapes that come and go the essential principal of broadcasting live images is not much
Round with the Sun-illumined Lantern held different than that employed by a Japanese dalang in a wayang
Iii Midnight by the Master of the Show.2 kulit performance. There are however a number of important

distinctions. Modern forms of electronic broadcasting-film.
The connection of Shadow performance to spiritual discourse video and coniputer-generated media-require small armies
isquiteevidentintheoldest surviving genres of Asialishadow of specialists and techniciansto manufacture and operate the
performance: the -tolu bomalata from southern India: the imaging and broadcasting equipment. create. perform and edit
Thai "nang-yi : the Indonesian "wayang kulit." These Lenres into shape the content. as well as producers and marketers to
are explicitly enmeshed in the transmission of sacred cultural disseminate the resulting image-streams toits intended public.
material. ButevelithemoresecularChinese shadow traditions This entireindustrial conibine must be engaged (no striking
have roots in both ancient shamailic rituals forcommunicatint. unions. faulty transmission satellites. or unpaid cable bills)
with the dead and in Buddhist religious traditions that spread before any image flickers to life on a single screen.
up and down the Silk Road.
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In contrast . shadow puppetry maintains hands-on , physical Curiously , these Pilicirs Of Light hearken back to the earliest
contact between performer and object. as well as real-time, reference to shadow puppetry in Chinese literature. Some
unmediated line of sight connections between object. image twothousandyearsago. anemperorofthe Han Dynasty was
and audience. Though there may be a superficial resemblance mourning the death of his beloved concubine. His grief was
between a shadow image and an animated film. shadow pup- such that he was no longer able to rule. His ministers were
petry is a product of light flowing directly through and around confounded and concerned that he might leave the State
the object directly to the focal plane. not the reflection of rudderless. Finally however. an old shaman was found who
an object's image imprisoned by the curvature of a camera claimed he could summon back the soul of the emperor's
lens. Nevertheless. it can be said that shadow puppetry is the beloved. He set up a silk tent in the palace and had the em-
pri mal ancestor of all contemporary broadcast media, analog peror take a seat in front. A flame was lit inside the tent and
and digital. from out of its flickering light emerged the silhouette of the

concubine. The emperor conversed with her and was con-
soled . Both the contemporary Pillars (4 Light, ·and the Han

The Architecture of Light and Shadow Dynasty shaman's ghostly manifestation were a similar type
Without the dead weight of a material body, a shadow pro- of illuminated stance. They both deftly illustrate one the most
jection has no physical limits in terms of scale. They can be important social tunctions ofthe artist and the arts within the
made any size-inside a shoebox or a tent with a candie or larger cultural context - to fill up the death-ridden voids left
flashlight, or projected onto the sides of buildings and bridges behind by History.s wrecking ball.
hundreds of feet tall with lasers or arc-light projectors. The
only practical limitation to scale is the brightness of the light There is no reason why contemporary shadow theater needs to
source. I can imagine in the not-too-far-off future, enormous lose its connection to the primal forces that imbue the ancient
disks of mist, generated by a hovering aircraft above New roots of the art form. Even though these archaic cultural lay-
York City (assuming that it is still above sea level and habit- ers have managed to come down to us in traditional shadow
able) serving as a pulsing. wavering surface upon which a theater genres. they are more and more out of step with the
stereoscopic image from several banks of ground-based laser flow of contemporary culture. But the digital artist providing
projectors can toss a live shadow image a mile wide. It's not motion imagery for a You-tube video upload and the dalang
so far-fetched actually. since even now, it is possible to build performing episodes of the Mahabarata all night in a Java-
lasers capable ofbouncing focused beams of light off the moon nese village are really opposite poles of the same cultural
and registering their echoes back on Earth. I think it is safe continuum. It is necessary to reconnect the technician and the
to say that, in terms of mega-shadow puppet performances shaman once more in the service of fashioning an ephemeral
of the future. the sky is the limit. architecture that can frame the aperture between spiritual and

A stunning example of practical mega-light-and-shadow spec- physical planes of existence.

tacle was on view not so long ago iii Lower Manhattan. The
NOTES

Pillars ofLight was a temporary installation placed at Ground
Zero in the autumn of 2001 a month after 9/ 11 . Technical ly, it 1 - Scholem , Gershoin ( tranxlator and editor) - Zi ,har-

The Book of Splendor. \ 949 Schocken Books . Pg 27 .
was relatively simple. yet it was an emotionally moving and
monumental construct (visible from 20 miles away) achieved 2 - Khayyam , Omar - Tlic Rnlmiyal . Internet Clas , ics
with 88 parallel beams of intense light arrayed in two clusters Archive. Stanzas LXVII and 1.XVIll.

outlining the footprints of the fallen buildings. Although the
3 - Bachelard . Gaston - 7 'he Flame ofa Candle- translatedtwin shafts of light did not move or "perform" in any way,
from the French by Joni Caldwell. 1988 Dallas institute

they were in constant interplay with the landscape and the Publications. Pg 22.
atmosphere above the city. During the month that they were
activated. I often sat near our studio, across the East River Stephen Kaplin is a founding member of NYC's Chinese
from them, about a mile distant. and watched their beams Theatre Workshop and a frequent contributor to PI.
dance across the various layers of scudding clouds. On rainy
nights they formed a brilliant mushroom over the spindly
skyscrapers : on clear nights the shaft of light arched straight For the author 's insights on the elements of shadow. light,
up like an awesome finger pointing straight to Infinity . It was figure and projection Nurface. go to :
truly a masterful (and totally minimalist) aesthetic gesture. www.unima-usa.org/publications
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In XMMA by Linda C. Ehrlich
A POEM INSPIRED BY IN XANADU , SHADOWLIGHT PRODUCTIONS

Lovers cast parallel shadows against the screen. Khubilai Khan and his consort Chabui,
inseparable, until her untimely death. Shape-shifting shadow.Even the most powerful man on

earth cannot command Death to relinquish its hold. The falcon, with the sun and the moon in

its claws, enters the Kingdom of Death as a beggar, wrapped in a cloak of night.

The Great Khan conquers mountains.
Forests of men fall at his feet,
the Great Khan.

The Great Khan is invincible,
and yet
before the Shadow Dancer,
Victory dissolves like mist departing
Wushan Mountain
with the rays of the sun.

The Great Khan and his adoring consort.

But the Shadow Dancer
spreads her wings
across the frost-filled plain
where no one enters
except on foot
alone
leaving his shadow behind.

7 F
Linda C. Ehrlich, associate professor at Case Western Reserve University, has published poetry in
International Poetry Review, Southern Poetry Review, The Bitter Oleander, Literary Arts Hawaii,
Case Western Reserve Review, Tributaries, and other literary journals .

For more lizl 'orimilicm, / / Xt /: For another of Elii -lich 'J dicidow poems :

www.lindaehrlich.com www.unima-usa.org/publications
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I have a little shadow that goes in and out with me,
And what can be the use of him is more than I can see.

8 vII.1·DOW F iNTOMIM-1->=

He is very very like me from the heels up to the head,
it be desired to ho kn- white, 1 irgin wax dz,sol w,1 In :pintS

And l see him Jump before me, when I jump into my bed of turpentine may be Ubed
- - .-1

i ./ I

The funniest thing about him is the way he likes to grow-
Not at all like proper children, which is always very slow;
For he sometimes shoots up taller like an India-rubber ball,
And he sometimes gets so little that there's none of him at all. ' #~1 ,

R.OSert Louis Stevensept 1 ,- , ij L 1
-

fluulows ofM9k - ,i  3 r -4/

Shado*graphy and Shadow illusion . W M" 8,1
by Beth Kattelman r-- \ F ./
petry beeatne very popular m Europe during the nmeteenth century when

Shadowgraphy is the art ot creating vlhouettes of aninials. hunians and
objecti W,Ing primanly one's handf Th,0 -alhed art- ot magic and pup-

parlor entertamment0 were m vogue At that time numet-<100 book~ on -IC· 1 / ,#/ ij,#~p#~ , ,~\\~is ....
home amu~ement, were publi*hed. and the~e olten contained libtruction$ screen i. it .t lit,1. ,11. 2,11(:,4 tit; tiu) '11 21111:, Ht.

Tho pree„,hne Ill, :rim izill ciw ' NIi eh't "1" 1 "t tht,

on how to create 3iniple hand ,hado\vi and ,hadow0 play$ For example. 11,1- I.1,·11-r -1'111. i 11)21,,g.,11„ h„m: 10,11 tinittplinde
ibOnt thi• .iii' ..t „lire ,Al ,.t . it j,, milt. 1,..tt. .113 . 1 11 1. 111ht'|r  I

Tlic Coiner Citplicittid-A Fam, Ir Retic ,wkirr . published in 1858 . cont :im3 , 1, 1 , 1 , 1 1, 1 , w Hit, 1 ,1 . d „ ir,•, 1 . H , 1 , 1 1 ,• ·, 1 , 1 , ,, 1 ti , lihi - Im
rott„ra t<' 4, rh, m ,1 „ 2, k ni,imi (1114 111 1, r· 11' 1" 1 "11 -'111'

1110truction0 on how to create hand ,hadow0 CDawe0 189). and Prole,00,0 ~11,* tl, it cilt tro„, , in,11, . 1. 1„4 ,„, i•[l,i 1 1.„1,1 •it u ..1,
it a.oft• 1~ 11114('Knit„1 ,\1111 dt ult ,11 4.,14. th, \U, 1, 1"1'11

Lotentoi 1878 volume Aintitelir Amliscmenh colitalir, entite chapter$ on Mid •l .lutt • r '11~ , tit .h„ul , 1 6 1 ),.-., 1 , 1 , nin il#* ill : om . 11, 1,2,)•4511)01/ 1 q."tt, 1,•1 11111' 1, •it *,v 'it 01, .c,tti•11 8, 1,lt''
how to .tage 4hadow pantomime0 and gallanty fhow~ at home Victorian Up (In light,ni /111. It itil 1,Im M * 11„4 thi t 11,"' ./til it lic(>in, 1 v „,1,1„,„.t l,mhn·, i:I, i , / h. , 1,1, 11.•111~1
tamille~. it seein;. recognized the entertainment valite of ~hadow~. and bu 1,1.,ced m <111 earth, In, m 1, :1, „El„)1,1, „111.11 1 * 1 ~11':lat t"

the home ~hadow-,how remained a favorite unt,1 the magic latitern-~how
eventually overlook it in populatity a~ a home entertamment (Remiger
31) During the nineteenth century. ~hadow-play wa0 not conf ined lo the
private parlot. howevet Profewonal elitertainer„ :1100 begantopie,ent hand A PAGE OF PROFESSOR LORENTO'S AMATEUR AMUSEMENTS

SHOWING HOW TO SET UP A SCREEN AND LIGHT SOURCE FOR THE
4hadow ,how4, and bookx that de$ci ibed advanced technique0 appeared

PRESENTATION OF SHADOW PANTOMIMES AT HOME

Henry Buivll, fur example. pubh~hed two well-known volume0 that were
u,eful for novices trying to learn 0hadowgraphy performance By the end
ot the century. the art of creating hand 0hadowi wa. 00 popular that ,onie
profe,~vorial ~hadowgraphi0t~ were giving le~on0 (Dawe4 189) While the alt ot 011ail~~wgi aphy t# le.. common amon,L nial:i-

L -

A~ an allied ail. 0hadowgraphy ha, otten been peitormed by magician~ cian0 .inciperformer,.today. thete are $till a te\v who continue

whowould includeademoihtratic,1101 the 0kill a0 partoi a longerprogram to pertorni th,$ dill and who ate keepitig the art form altie
of magicand conjuimg Thedexterity tequired to.ibly pertorin ,leightof for tutuie genetatioir.
hand wa~ an a~et that allowed many iii:igicia,14 to beconie accomplr,hed I n aild i t ion to mc l ud mg 4 hadowgraphy d i*p lay i ii perfor-
shadowgraphi~b. and the,e practitioner, ot legerdemain wele primaril> niatice. lilagician$ have:ilw erplored the theatrical valuex of
tesponvble for pre~enting the art a, a popular entertainment iliadow4 by uvng them tocre.Ite illitvoth One, uch populai

4taue 'lluhion that had iti genevi during the vaudeville era

It ha, been mo0tly magict:iii, who h.ive kept hand ,hadow„ alive wai the ·-The Shadow BoA " Cy, il Yettmah. Engli,h magician
and inaver Illuvoli-buildet. 1, credited with the mvention ot

:14 an amu4emelit allied to conjurinL Englatid'; greate~t the illi,+ion ,ome timedui Ingtheearly 19204 He produced
matzician of modern time~. David Devalit, wa0 a hand ,hadout,t the efiect tot the gieat maxician David Bamberg (Fu Manchu)

So wa. the American illuvoli101. Nikola. who wrote eAtenMvely who featured it m hi. Chmew Wonder Show (Orleani) The
trick teatute, an open-framed box coveied on the top and the

on 0hadowgraphy and contributed much to lt4 pre~eiitation

Holland'0 famou+ conjutet. Okito. brought American audience0 vde4 with trail,lucent p.,per paile|4 To begin. the magician
opeth the tront panel to 0how that the box K empty Then.

0onie ot the mow arti,tic 0hadow ~howing, that have been given he/,lie t:Ike# a light and pa..e. It entirely around the bo\.
m thii Country (Severn 57) on both vde4 and the back The audience can 4ee the light
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0hining through the papel, thu4 demon01rating the ttaii,lucency of 4-£ Ef»*~~.* -,1 1.11%thes,de~. top and back No ,hadowuite Lait ax the iii:igici:in 13:104(~ aci.
the light behind and on the vde, 01 the box. reaffirming that 1110
indeed empty. and al40 mdicating that there ~ nothing concealed „,i
behind the boA The niagician then place$ tlie light mvde the box and
clo~ it. 00 that it i. now lit from the iliterlor Very 0]owly. 4hadow4 -, ,

 .1 1 + 9*3*rHW/4.1 1 . 9,
begin to form on the front panel The ~hadow~ make it appear a~ if

 
,~8,0 " 1»*' - % b#& * .«~ ~ pj Wh 1~omething 14 materialinng in,ide The ,hadow~ continue to grow til'*.,, , r, t,.4 !

until they take the xhape of a human figure The perfon then hud- CajVA<(F /-4,-1- #· 9 , 'denly break~ throuch the front paper panel 01 the boA to emerge
on4tage If well-performed and well-timed. the effect can be quite ..6 9 1
axtoni~hiniz and beautiful E : f r  . '

Since it0 mtroduction. the Shadow Box ha4 reniained a 0taple
of vage magic and ha~ beeii performed by nuniero~ magician~ 1 :i/44*t '7
throughout the world In hi,///1/.won., 0/ //ie 92 4how. David Cop-
perfield ufed the Shadow Box a, h,4 opening effect. wherem he made '9 I , ;\
hi, entrance troni a ,eemingly empty. translucent. antique elevator F 4
that wa4 ho~ted high above the Atage (Lee 254) The illiivon ha~
al00 been performed by internationally renowned magicm,10 The . r YFI

Pendraeon; and Juhana Chen The trick hae recently been updated *F·g -x~w-id,4'. 4&~~~f 'by illu~on devgner Brian South. who ha. tele:14ed a commercial - - A ~~]fil[Inr[#eimil , ° ° >Rlif .1,
ver4'ion that replace~ the white, tran~lucent paper box with a white *50 i~~3;2.4 # irtifi~ Er.al
n>lon camping tent In th,0 venion. the perion emerize0 by means
of a breakaway front panel Although the trappings of the 0hadow
tent are ditterent than the ~hadow box. the pi mciple~ 01  both illu-
von, are exactly the $:illie and both ve i~ loth are dependent upon the THE COVER OF THE HENRY BURSILL's HAND SHADOWS TO
4killful creation of the 0hadow* to a.0thetically rt up the illuvoii BE THROWN UPON THE WALL, PUBLISHED IN 1859
that a human being ha$ been produced trom "thin air "

The -Man Who Wal k~ Away from H,4 Shadow" r, another *tan-
dard illuvon that ha0 been perfurmed by tiiagicia,10 throughout the both the ~adow r~he and the real roic have been diNm:ititled by

world Harry Blackstone unveiled the illitvon at the lint conven- Tellerthroughhi~ vmply cuttmgaway atthe 0hadow Attheconclu-

tion of the International Brotherhood of Magici.,114 held m Kenton. 0(„7 01  the trick. Teller accidentally citt0 him$elt on the knite and

Ohio. 1926 Au local newM)aperiepotted, "111 thi, late~t illuilon. 0pread0 bilght redblood acro~xthe white ,creen. hi~blood cie:itine

Blackvolie pernitt~ hi~ ~haclow' to be thrown on an ordniary wmdow a ~atilmg contra,t to the clean and vmple monochroniatic 0hadow

,hade behind which # located a lamp IAK Black·,totie 4tepx ot the remaining rc,~e ,teni
out of the ranue of lieht. the .ta<.e 1. darkened :ind the vlhouette The getie~ for Teller '0 ~hadow effect came when he wa; about

C

continue4 to ,tand clearly oti tlie ,h:ide- (Robenalt 182) The illuvon vxteen year, old. but it w:M't until Inany year, latei that he actually

became a favotite and wa, eventually adopted by other magician ,ettled upon the current torm of the illugon
Some added more 5 hadow work to the pre,entation by peil c,riii inT
shadow puppetry or ~i:,dowgraphy betoic actually *pping away 1 wa. vtting in my room late at night when I wa. about
and leaving their own vlliouette on the +ct-eeti Th[, illuvon 1~ not Iixteen I had ht a candie. and 1 wa. ta.cinated with
perforined b> magiciali, very often any nic,re. however. becauxe the

Play„chool block~ Sc) 1 built a towei ot the block~ on my
technology iKed to cleate the ettect i, comnionly knowii and i~ tic,w
comniercially available a4 a childreni toy When ftrw intioduced. tabletop next to the candie I noticed the ~hadow ofthe

however, the "Man Who Walk~ A,vay tioni H,4 Sh:tdow - wa, block~ on the wall On ati inipul0e. I reached over and
eitensively performed and wa, e0pecially populat with magician+ touched the 0h:Riow and at that fame moment flicked
who pre,ented midnight gho$t ihomv0

the tingeri agaiN the tower ot bloclix They cluttered to
A more recent. beautiful ~hadow illuvon ha. been created by

Teller. the vient halt of the niagic duo Penn and Teller At the begin- the de~ktop and I got chilb, 1 0pent the nert eleven yean

miig of the illu,ion. a vngle lo~e iii a v:14( fit0 m hont of a white thmking about the idea off and on For ~ome ie.i+oii.
paper kreen The rche 10 brightly lit troni the front .1 the audience Play~hool blocki didn't 0eem right tor the .tage I built
can clearly .ee the vlhouette of the Ilower and iK le:ive; Teller

my„ell- voodoo d<)110 and tried it with that but the doll.
4lowly approache0 the 4creen with a knife and begin~ to cut the
+hadow of the 1-041 A, he '-cut+ - the ,hadow. each corie+pc,nding looked mechamcal Somewhere around 1975 I hit on
leaf and petal of the leal ro0e 11111-aculou0ly tall0 :15 well Finally. the notion of uvng the ro~e (Teller)
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Lo-0 0-PLY "CAANIES€ SURes"
from "The Chinese Shades.- in Henry Mayhew's

London Labour and the London Poor
Teller's "Shadows" has provided a memorable moment of theatre
for many who have seen it. Actor Jason Alexander admits, "The introduced and edited by Dassia Posner
first time 1 saw Teller do the shadow illu+ion. 1 actually cried.
There are moments when magic is so poetic that it just catches
me." I too have had the pleasure of seeing Teller's -Shadows"
live. It is truly an enchanting illusion.

Wherever there is light. there is xhadow. Shadows air ubiqui- 1==b
tous so it's not surpri,<ing that pertorniers have found interesting /99&<*Kilways to incorporate them into Atage shows. From shadow puppetry *„**'.Ar, r- -
to magical stage illusions. the interplay of light and dark has been a F,1, :re ':,„'fl'Stlit
feature ofentertainment for centuries: and as long as they continue mi~#rip,Ftlfir-"--HCJ
to fascinate and intrigue. puppeteers and magicians will continue -; ],Mi *' '' / 'h'*. It *1. .,..
to uxe shadows to amaze and mystify their audiences. +1' r

L
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One thing especially striking about Mayhew's inter- He says. -My wife is very lazy. and I dolit think my supper'A done. I've
views is that they seem to have been recorded verbatim. been chopping wood ill the days of  my life. and I want a bullock's head
Mayhew states of his work: and a sack of potatoes." The wife comes to him and speaks in a squeaking

voice, and she tells him to go and chop some more wood. and in half-an-
hour it will be ready. Exaunt. Then the wife calls the daughter Kitty, andIt surely may be con<idered curious as being the
tells her to see that the pot dotit boil over. and above all to be sure and

first attempt to publish the history of  a people. from
the lips of the people themselves- Livin. a literal
description of their labour. their earnings, their tri-
als. and their sufferines. in their own -unvainished-
language. '

I have thus retained Mayhew's original spelling and
grammar. Whether or not Mayhew shaped his inter-
views in any way, they are a rare and invaluable source
of information on these fascinating, highly ephemeral ¥
performances.

*e CULese SUR®51
"The proper name of my exhibition:' said a showman ol-this
class to nie. "is Lez Honibres. 01 the shades: th:it', the proper
name forit .We callsitthe Chinese gala,iteeshow. 1...1

1 should say. sir. it is abo,it twenty-six years since the 7,

ombres first Conie ()lit. . Thomas Parix was the first as conie
out with theni. Then Jim Macklin. and P:lul Herring the cel-
ebrated clown. mid the best shownian of Punch in the world

OMBRES CHINOISES FROM GUNTER BOHMER'S "PUPPENTHEATER"
for pantomime tricks-comic busines<, you know. but not for
showing iii a gentlemank house-was the next that ever come
out iii the Ktreets with the Chinese galantee 011{iw. He did it
iust equally the same as they do it now. in a Punch-and-Judy see that the cat don't steal the mutton out of the pot. Kitty Kays. -Yes.
frame. with a piece of calico stretched iii front. and a light mother, I'll take particular care that the mutton don't steal the cat out of
behind to throw the shadows on the sheet. 1.1 the pot." Cross-questions. you see-comic business. Then mother says.

I was the first that ever had a regular piece acted iii his -Kitty. bringupthebroonitosweepuptheroom." and Kitty replies.-Yes.
show. I am the author of "Cobbler Jobson: mid -Kitty mummy. I'll bring up the room to sweep up the broom." Exaunt again.
bilingthe Pot, or the Woodchoppei s Frolic/' Therek "Billy [Cs regular stage businessand cross-que~tions. She brings upthebroom.
Buttonk journey to Brentford on horseback. and his favorite and the cat'+ introduced whilst she is sweeping. The cat troes Meaw!
servant. Jeremiah Stitchem. iii want of a situation.- l'ni the meaw! meaw!.and Kitty gives it a crack with the broom. Then Kitty get,
author of that. too. It'% adapted fi-c,ni the equestrian piece the bellows and blows up the fire. ICs a beautiful representation. for you
brought out atAstley'%. 1 joii t know whoconiposed -the Bro- see her working the bellows. and the fire get up. and the sparks fly up
ken Bridge." Itk too far gone by to trace who the first author the chimney. She says. 'lf I don't make haste the mutton will be sure to
is. but it was adapted from the piece brought out formerly at steal the cat out of the pot."She blows the fire right out. and says. -Why.
Drury-lane Theatre. 1...1 the firek blowed the bellows out! but I dolit mind. I shall go and play at

We in general goes out about 7 0'clock. because we gets shuttlecock.- Child like. you see. Then the cat conies in again. and says.
away from the noisy children-they place them to bed. and Meaw! meaw! and then gets up and steals the mutton. You see her drag
we gets respectable audiences. Therek only two of us it out by the claw. and 5lie burn, herself and goes. spit! spit! Then the
about now. for itk dying away. When Ive a mind to show mother conies in and sees the fire out. and says. -Where my daughteri
1 can show. and no mistake. for liii better now than I was Herek the fire out. and my hu,band's coming home. and there isnt a bit
twenty year, ago. of mutton to eat!" She calls "Kitty, Kitty!" and when she comes. asks

~'Kitty biling the Pot. c,rthe Woodchopper s Frolic.- is this. where shis been. '1've been playing at shuttlecock.- The mother asks.
The shadow of the fireplace is seen with the fire alight, and -Are yoll sure the cat hasn't stolen the mutton. Oh. no. no. mother."
the smoke is made to go up by mechanism. The woodchopper and exaunt again. Then the mother goes to the pot. Shek represented
conies iti very hungry and wanK his supper. He calls his wife with a squint. so +he hass one eye up the chimney and another in the pot.
to a~kit theleg of iiiuttc,ii i~ done. Hespeaks ill :t gruffvoice. She Cal|Noilt, -Wherek t|le muttoll'i It muxt bedown at the bottom. orit
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has boiled away." Then the child comes in and says. -Oh! mother, When we are out performing, we iii generally burn three candles
mother. here's a great he-she-tom cat been and gone off with the at once behind the curtain. One is of no utility. for it wants expan-
mutton." Then the mother falls down, and calls out. -1 shall faint, 1 sion, don't you see. I don't like naphtha or oil-lamps. 'cos we're
shall faint! Oh! bring me a pail of gin." Then she revives. and goes confitied there. and it's very unhealthy. lt's very warm as it is. and
and looks in the pot again, It'+ regular stage business. and il- it was you must have a eye like a hawk to watch it. or it won't throw the
only dorie on a large scale would be wonderful. Then comes the shadows. A brilliant light and a clean sheet is a great attraction. and
correction scene. Kitty comes to her. and her mother says. -Where it's the attraction is everything. In the course of the evening we'll
have you been?" and Kitty says.'Playing at shuttlecock. niummy:" burn six penny candle,4 we generally use the patent one. 'cos it
and then the mother says, "1'11 give you some shuttlecock with the throws a clear light. We cut them in half. When we use the others
gridiron," and exaunt. and comes back with the gridiron: and then I have to keep a look-out. and tell my mate to snuff the candles
you see her with the child on her knee correcting of her. Then the when the shadows get dim. 1 usually say. "snuff the candles!- out
woodchopper comes in and wants his supper. after chopping wood loud. because that's a word fur the outside and the inside too, 'cos
allthe days ofhis life. -Wherek supperi -Oh. a nasty big he-she- it let the company know it isn't all over, and leads them to expect
tom cat has been and stole the mutton out of the pot.- -What?- another scene or two.
passionate directly. you see. Then she says. -You niust put up with
bread and cheese." He answers. -That don't suit some people. Notes:
and then comes a fight. Then Spring-heeled Jack is introduced. and i Henry Mayhew, Preface to Vol . 1 . London Labcnir und the London
he carries off the fireplace and pot and all. Exaunt. That's the end Poor : A Cyclopaedia of th c Condition und Earning.\ 01 Those
of the piece. and a very good one it was. I took it from Paris. and Tlicit Will WorL Those Tlitit Cannot WorL and Those Thrit
improved on it . Paris had no workable figures. It was very inferior. Will Not Work. 4 vols , 1 . ondon : Griffin , Bohn and Company.
He had no fire. It's a daneerous concern the fire is. for it's done Stationer's Hall Coutl. 1851,1862. Citation fromthe Persells
with a little bit of the snuff of a candie. and if you don't mind you Digital Library edition: littp://www.persells.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/

go alight. I._1 ptext'.idoc=Perseusg,3Atext%3A2()(}0.01.(1026. Perseus Digital

Our exhibition generally begins with a sailor doing a hornpipe. 1.ibrary Project. Ed. Gregory R. Crane. Tufts UniverNity. <www.
pei·0cus.tufts.edu>. Accessed July 31.2009.

and then the tightrope dancing, and after that the Scotch hornpipe
dancing . The little figures regularly move their legs as if dancing . 2 Mayliew, "The Chine,e Shades .- Lomhm / tbotir und the London
the same as on the stage. only ilk more cleverer. for they're made to Vol. 3. The Loncion St,re/-Folk,· Comprising. Street
do it by ingenuity. Then comes the piece called "Cobbler Jobson.- Sellers. Street Buyers. Street Finders. Street Per/brmers. Street

1 am in front. doing the speaking and playing the muxic on the Arti:,ins. Street Liboit/'ers. Citations (and full text available)
pandatiean pipe. 1 have todothedialogue infourdifferent voices. from the Tults University Digital Library edition: http://hdl.

There is the child, the woman. the countryman. and myself. and handle.net/10427/15186. Accessed July 31,2009.

there's not many as can do it besides me and another. 1...1
We go out two men together, one to play the pipes and speak the

parts, and the other to work the figures. I always do the speaking
and the music. for that's what is the most particular, When we do .«*r=
a full performance. such as at juvenile parties. it takes one about
one hour and a quarter. For attending parties we generally gets a
pound. and. perhaps. we may get three or four during the Christmas
holiday-time. or perhaps a dozen. for it's according to the recom- 49

mendation from one to another. 1...1
When we are performing of an evening. the boys and children p

will annoy us awful. They follow us so that we are obliged to go ~f. L -k-
miles to get away from them. They will have the best places. they ~f. fisiT,A ' t. 1 .43
give each other raps on the head if they dont getout of each otherk .43. C, --:- I #Uway. Im obliged to get fighting myself. and give it them with the <'.:pf/*imp
drumsticks. Quietness is everything: they haven't the sense to iWIR 4, 1«1 4
know that. Ifthey give us any money it'% very trifling. only, perhaps, --;A.'; lt. 0, ~
a farden or a halfpenny. and then it'ss only one out of a fifty or a ~ 11 *
hundred. The great business is to keep them quiet. No: girls ain't
better behaved than boys. they was much wus. Id sooner have fifty
boys round me than four girls. The impertinence of them is above 25-=

bearing. They conie carrying babies. and pushing, and crowding. and
tearing one another to pieces. -You're afore me-1 was lust-No STREET CONJURER M,l/elI NU

you wasn't-Yes I was"- and that's the way they go on. 1...1
The higher class of society is those who give us the most money.

The working man is good for his penny or halfpenny, but the higher
class supports the exhibition. 1...]
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LIGHT
by Kate Brehm

Images...

Shadow Puppetry...

When did I sta rt using video?

And why .7 What rve al - puppets and create secret
ways enjoyed about puppetry entrances. For inKtance. in

is the heavily handmade qual - my puppet Khow. PR: ami

ity of it :111. The anti-comput- Pe~,per (Chapter 6 from
er-generated-ness of it. And Alice iii Wonder/and),1 used
yet. I have found niyself. iii Xeroxed drawings from the
the guise of a puppet show. original book as puppets.
surrounded by video camera, it was lovely to make the
computer projector. a swar 111 Alice puppet "zoom in" by

of cables. and other tech- pulling her close to the cam-
nological effects. My video era as she engaged in her
worL though technological. internal monologue. The
and requiring a wee bit of Cheshire Cat appeared mui-
expertise. A not particularly tiple times through inviA
computer-generated. ible slits in the background

paper. And I included my

I became interested in videc, when I worked at a hand as a -character" that wrote live on the "stage'
computer re5earch lab in their equipment room. So with a magic marker at inopportune moments.
many toys! I wanted to learn how ic, use them all.
But being from a live theater and puppet back- I like to set up this mass of cables. equipment. and
ground. I only wanted to use them in real time :ilid puppets in a small area on the floor. In the middle
in a way where the audience could get iii on the tim. of it all. 1 cannot Kee the projection of my puppets
I iii not a mae.kimi. I want my audience to see how behind me. Instead I face the audience. For them I

my illusions are created. but level iii them despite perform the action of making magic. and I perform
that kmnvledge. the struggle to keep the illusion running smoothly

behind me.
My mo*t buccess['iii video experiment mimicK
the use of an overliead projector to create Nh:idow Although 1 occasionally use simple video effects.
puppets. I hang a video camera and a light pointed like a still image overlaid with the live video. the
directly down over a small box. 1 connect the cam- puppetry retain3 a very handmade quality. For lack

era to my computer. through sonic software. and out of a better term. Id say my video work with light

to a computer projector. This works almost exactly and images remains very_ "puppety."
like an overhead projector except I get a few dif-
ferent effects: 1) 1 donh need to rely solely on clear Kate Brehm lives in New York City.
acetate for color . 2 ) 1 get the awesome effect of She was featured in Puppetry International
zoomine in!. and 3) 1 can use opaque layers to hide #25: 40 Under 40.
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D ' iNuto tlt£ Heaxt of D axloP<£95:
Modern ariations and Innovationdof the - Shadow Theatre

by Kevin Brown

In most of the countries in Southeast Asia, shadow the- to preserve the traditional art forms of Thailand in the face
atre is a traditional. rural form of entertainment. In the big of this cultural onslaught.
cities, Western forms of media entertainment like movies or A very interesting case study in innovation for the sake
television have, for the most part, taken the place of tradi- of preservation is the work of Pornrat Damrhung. an As-
tional art forms. In contrast, the traditional shadow theatre sistant Professor of Drama at Chulalongkorn University in
ofThailand, thenang. hasbeentransformed into a new form Bangkok. Forthepast several years. she has been traveling
of popularentertainment. Anotherdistinctive aspect ofThai to remote villages of Thailand to study traditional forms
shadow theatre is that there are two traditional forms of of nang. Danirhung conducts workshops for children and
shadowplay.Thisisvery unlikethemajority of countriesin adults. in Thailandaswellasabroad. Inthese workshops.
Southeast Asia that practice one form of shadow theatre in elements of ,/cing -vai . nang tahing, klic , j i masked dance , and
each country. In Thailand. the oldest form of shadow theatre. some elements of free-form dance are combined together
more closely connected to the court tradition. is called ming in an open expressive form. Damrhung muses: -Actually.
yai. Amore recent form, arising from Thai populartradition, l am more like The Muppet Show.-
is called ilang whing  Modern shadow performances often 1 was very fortunate to participate in one of these
incorporate one orboth of these forms, using traditional ele- workshops in the United States. Over a week-long period,
mentsjuxtaposed with modern elements. Commonly. these students were instructed to create original performances
traditional forms are referred to collectively as nang booraan of stories from the Rcti } iakien using original iling whing
(ancient nang), while modern forms are referred to a nang puppets. paper cut-outs of nang vai puppets, and paper
wmmi ( niodern nang ). Modern shadow plays have conibined cut - outs of kbM masks . Students were encouraged to bring
traditional nang with elements of contemporary popularcul- other modes olexpression including element>i of freeform
ture. More than any other influence. modern shadow plays dance and by creating their own modern "puppets out ot

have been transformed by the sheet~ of colored plastic and construction paper. The results
acculturation of Western were often surprising, but seenied to tlow forth seamlessly

movies and televi- from the combination of traditional fornis. Some of these
sion. Paradoxical- surprises included a rotating, multi-colored lotus flower

ly, many new and silhouettes cast by the bodies of male and female per-
innovat ion·s formers.

have aris- Professor Damrhung has also integrated traditional
en as an forms into her own theatrical performances. -If you are in

attempt contemporary theatre, which I am. you tend to use a lot of
traditional elements. so 1 start with traditional elements."
Damrhung traveled to a iemote village in Thailand, and was
able to borrow a nang yai puppet, loaned to her from monks
at a temple. She used the puppet in a modern performance
about a wife who tries to rescue her dead husband from
the lord of the dead. "1 used two kinds of movement...The
lord of the dead used traditional dance, masked dance. and
the alive woman used modern dance. So you see they are
juxtaposed in the same scene.

"if it hurt-that good!- Her broken English and diminu-
tive stature cannot take anything away from the heart and
passion that she has for her work. Her name is Pornrat
Danirhung. and she is an associate professoroftheatie from
Bangkok, Thailand. Her nickname is -Ou i," pronounced like

NANG TALUNG DESIGN , ORIGINAL FIGURE HAND CUT AND HAND PAINTED ON COW HIDE
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the French word for "yes." She explains that her father gave Periodically. Oiii would check in on each group's progress.
her the nickname when she was a little girl. after the sound At one point we were having trouble figuring out what a lotus
of a tiny bird. -You can also spell it We: but it is better to flower looked like. Oui grabbed my notebook and scribbled
say 'yes' than '110, several versions of the lotus flower: from above, from the

Oui is an artistic missionary. Her mission is to preserve the side. in bloom. and in bud. Oui would mingle from group to
traditionalartforms of Thailand. Shecarries outthismission group. occasionally stopping todemonstrateadancemoveor
by traveling to the remote villages of Thailand, in an attempt suggest choreography. She would demonstrate conventional
to preserve the last remnants of a dying art form. This form ways of portraying events such as courtship. marriage. or
is called nang Yal . which nieans "big shadow puppets ." She abduction .
then brings this knowledge back to the cities. and conducts At first, our group struggled to grasp the big. expansive
workshops with students. Although most of her st,Idents are ideas contained in this mythic text. We found that we had to
children in Thailand. Oui also does workshops with adults, concentrate on just the essential actions contained in the sto-
and occasionally travels out of her country to bring the Hang ries . Once we did this . our task became much easier. it would
to the rest of the world. have been great to have had several more days, weeks. or even

'If you feel pain. that is your body talkine." The flist day months to perfect our performances. Nevertheless. we did the
of the workshop my body and i were having a ratheranimated best that we could. given the time available.
conversation. Actually, it was more like a full-blown arau- The day of the performance came all too quickly. Our
ment. and my body was winning. The stretches she showed us group was still discussing the cues and cutting the script. liter-
seemed to be a mixture of martial arts and yoga. I remembered ally up to the moment that the show started. Nevertheless. the
doing someof the same stretches in a Karate class thatitook performance waspure joy! Only through an experience such as
in college. and I recognized the -cat' pose fromayogaclass this can one cometc, appreciate what a traditional performance
that 1 took at the "Y." 1 was beginning to get the idea that Thai might be like. Amidst the confusion the re are strange moments
shadow puppets must somehow be much different from the of clarity and connection with the audience. At one point, one
other wavang forms that we had learned about in class. of the members from another group moved one of the puppets

It is the sheer physicality of the form that surprised me we were about to need. Momentary chaos ensued.
the most. The descriptions 1 had read of nang yai seemed to I have read that. during traditional shadow performances.
imply that it was a static art form. Somehow I thought that a da/mig may stop perforininiz tor several minutes to find the
these "big" puppets, often containing a complete scene in right puppet or just to light a cigarette. These performances
themselves. must be subdued and a bit boring when conipared often last many hours. into the wee hours of the mornine.
tothe three dimensional, lively wayang forms. Through expe- Because our performance was only halfan hour. our momen-
rience, 1 soon learned that this is perhaps the most phyxical. tary lapse to find the missing puppet must have been quite
the mostenergized ofallofthesoutheast Asianshadowforms. noticeable tothe audience.
This is because nang \'ai combines puppets with elements of Still . it was one of those strange moments of clarity. a
traditional Thai dance. Puppeteers must also be dancers, and monient of realization about the true nature of an art form. It
commonly appear iii front of the screen with their puppets. was this momentary lapse. a puppet misplaced. that brought
unheard of in other shadow forms. to me new meaning. and a more complete understanding of

Oui'sworkshop combined elements of mmgvt,iwith two the nang. It is an art form that itselfis an approximation. a
other traditional art forms: the nang ta/ung. or"small shadow reflection of the divinities. No human performance can be as
puppets: and the Kli~~n masked dance . This is perhaps the perfect as the gods in their truest form . Therefore . a shadow
most innovative part ofthe workshop. Oui calls this modern performance is a type of play iii which the shadows are just
combination of forms ming ,5,„mii. or "modem shadow pup- that - the shadows of the gods. an imperfect approximation
pets.- Over the several day workshop, we were divided into of the divine.
three groups. Each group was asked to create three short
performances based on stories from the Ramayana. The final Kevin Brown has recently obtained a new position as
product would be a combined performance created thi-ough a Assistant Professor of Theatre and Film at Missouri

collaboration of the three groups. At our disposal were nang Western State University.
vai (big shadow puppets), nang talimg (small shadow pup-
pets ). and traditional masks from the Khcni dance , literally For a Jill ren"U ( it this article. with notes. rete,-encex mid more

photocopied out ofa book by Oui. Her methods are innovative. photo.#. go /0:
practical, and sonietimes just downright piagmatic. www.unima-usa.org/publications
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A Bali*les e TeM,(fest:
an Experiment in Interculturalism

by Jacqueline Romeo 4= .P

Yet with my nobler reason 'gailist my.fury

Do I take part: the rarer action is

In virtue than in vengeance...

-Act V, Scene 2 : The Tempest

Three knocks and the guttural calls of the da lang ( puppeteer ) pierce art and pc , litics in Denpasar. Ball . before the New York premier of
the air of the Annex theatre at La Marna Experimental Theatre Club . Caliban Rememben.\ Nyoman Catra and Ron Jenkins "discussed
The accompanying gamelan punctuate, the th,/ang's shotits and the par:illels betweelithelessons Prosperolearns on theislandabout
fills the theatre with a complex interplay of 3(,und. Behind a small totgoing vengeance andtheresponse ofthe Balinesetotheterrorist
screen, stage left ofthe gamelan. a bronze oil lamp illuminates the bonibings." Their remarks included the following:
stage for the shadow puppets about to perform there . The dalang.
1 Nyoman Catra. chanting iii the Sanskrit-based 1:inguace of kawi. Unlike the American response to terrorism, which
recites a blessing all shadow puppeteers use at the beginning of a answered violence with war. the Balinese answered
story, while the "tree of life" tlutters across the screen. After the
blessing. Catra performs a scene in Balinese that is a tratislation of violence with art. The predominantly Hindu population

Act I . Scene 2 of The Te)11pe,vt wherein Prospero abuse~ Caliban . staged religiou4 cerettionies in every village that included
Another experiment in interculturalism has begun. music. dance. and ritual offerings that encouraged the

Caliban Remembers: A Balinese Tempest had at least Mo prior Aland's inhabitants to look inside themselves for the
incarnations [beginningin 1995]beforeit arrived at La Mama s An-
nex Theatre in New York City in September 2()04. I was a participant causes of violence. To some outsider~. responding to

in all three with I Nyoman Catra. Desak Made Suartilaksmi (his terrorism with sacred art and ritual might seem naive.
wife). and Ron Jenkins. By now. Shakespearek play and our third but the Balinese are proud to report that the perpetrators
version of it had taken on greater meaning and purpose. at least to of the Bilinese bombings have been captured. tried. and
its participants. The New York version was born out of two acts of
destruction: theoneon September 11.2001 and theone on October imprisoned. and the island is safe again. If Muslim ter-

12.2002 in Kuta. Bali. Most people. Americans and non-Americans 1-orists had attacked a Hindu population center anywhere
alike. remember September 11. but what of October 12?On that else iii the world. there would probably have been ethnic
night. three bombs killed 202 people and injured several hundred riots, The fact that the Balinese, who live in the world's
more. K Lita is the Balinese Ground Zero. They reacted to the bomb-
ing by printing T-shirts created by the Balinese garment industry most populouN Muslim nation. were able to rexolve their

with: -Bali Cinta Damai" oil the front and -Bali Loves Peace" c,ii conflicts peacefully through art and prayer. A a story that
the back. On November 15. 2001 participants in a cleansing and has not received the international attention it deserves.
purification ceremony. coordinated at both Kuta and New Yorkk While our production of 7'he 72,11/ic.. does not refer
Ground Zero- memorial events. wore the T-shirts.

directly to current events. Shakespearek story reminds us

Catra had always been attracted to Shakespeare'5 text because 711 of our re~ponsibility to look in~de ourselves for the
of its  theme of -non-violent response to aggression.- but after the cauies of violence before we attack others. particularly in
atrocitiex in New York and Bili. he felt another production of the Proxpcio's re,ponse to the half-human creature, Caliban.
play would be a fitting memorial to the two events.especially since
the Balinese eschewed retaliation in favor of staging religious cer- who tried to kill him. -This thing of darkness 1 acknowl-

enionies with music. dance. and ritual offerings. In a conference on edge mine."
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The New York production was a mitch more elaborate version of the The few scenes from Shakespeare's original that were

play than the previous two 1 had participated in. involving 5everal months retained were those involving the downs Trinculo and

of rehearsals with a fullgamelan. mostheldatthelndonesian Consulate Stephano. Nearly halfoftheplaywas devoted to the comic
on East 68~ Street, At firht. 1 was only part of the kerak chorus. but later l antics of thehe two characters. as well as Caliban. because.

joined the Gamelan Dharma Swara. playing /c'goge„. Original music was unlike Aristotle. both Shakespeare and the Balinese recognize

composed and sung by Desak Made Suartilaksmi. who played Ariel. Can-a that the comic and the tragic need equal respect on the stage.
performed and helped to direct the play with Ron Jenkins. In fact. it appeals to the entire cosmic structure of Bali Hindu-

At its simplest, intercultural theatre is theatre that is created from ali ism. which depends on the balance between good and evil.
exchange between two or more cultures. More recently Una Chaudhuri
as,<erts. "Inerculturalism is unrave'ling into. and re-forming out of. con- This emphasis on the comic ix one of the reasons this ver-
temporary cultural theory . with results that promise to take theater theory sion of The Tempest was more Balinese than Shakespearean .
itself into ali exciting new syncretic phase." Svm·retic. claims Chaudhuri. In temple performances. sacred laughter is a necessity and
"is one of those loaded terms that interculturalism frequently finds itself the templeclown. as Jenkins describes him. is "a natural part
rubbing shoulders with today: others are /8·briditv. trans/oca/in·. transna- of a complex communal event where laughter helps link the
tic ) 11(ilism. jicitionalism. ce,lters. margi,17 peripheries, elites , subu/ter/ i , spectators to their god ,„ their ancestorN . and one another .
and ,/it,/tic it/mra/ism." all terms that are at various times and iii different Balinese religion revolves around the propitiation of divine
contexts at the center of intercultural theatre. and ancestral spirits. One way of pleasing the gods is to pres-

ent them with prayers and otteringK. another is to make them
laugh." It is much more likely. the Balinese believe. that the
gods will grace their performance if there is the promise of a
good laugh. The moxt difficult concept for a modern. secular
humanist. or just an American raised to believe in the separa-
tion of church and state. is that. tothe Balinese. the sacred is
all around them. iii all that they see and do.

Even outside of Bali. the technique hax been a useful one.
# especially when it conies to interculturaltheatre. Intercultural

theatre aM it has been formulated and defined is ultimately
a Western theory. and this bias may always be a part of its
features. In the more famous and well-known intercultural

, experiments. such as those created by Brook or Mmuchkine.
~ the -Westerner" typically has control over his or her source

ri~ Lic-3/ircrm):f ..............14.5 2....< culture(usually-non-Western-)andhowitwillbepresented

L ].'I~~~~lIMMG~~~~~~~~~~ ~,4£sr-,Ek,ril-illl'b ~dillllllllllll,4, ·211:1* to the target culture (a Western audience). The difficulty of
~'~ ' huch encounters lies in understanding the context iii which_ #... '1~ L .-I- '_=0,

=5114 5~ VNi't' the exchange takes place and the ethical. moral, and artistic
4 problems that may arise from such an encounter. In Ca/i/,cm

Reiticmbers . the source culture was Western ( Shakespeare )
but the text was adapted to suit the Balinese performance

The intercultural encounter for Cutil)( 111 Refiwiii !)ers first began as a style and sensibility . Moreover. the product was controlled by
"transnational" work in regards to its funding and its participants. Next was Batinese: Catra was co-director and adapter. mu~ic wbcom-
its -hybrid- text. The script started with Shakespeare's play. but in the end posed and s,ing by Desak. 1 Nyoman Saptanayana directed
it had been significantly -Bilinese-ified." As Jenkith remarked: the gamelan. etc. This time the power was with the Bilinese.

who trandomied die play. not into something recognizably
Our concept was to ,how the wory as remembered by Cali- Western. but Balinese.

ban after everyone left the island. Caliban uses the puppets to

reenact his memories and the memories are animated into the This"Balinese-i fication" of The 72,i,pest is most obvious
iii the few comments 1 solicited from the audience and the

masked actors. Ariel is the only one who is re:illy there with him one written review that appeared iii the media. Although this
on the island. and he loves her. but Nhe loves Prospero. We u$ed is hardly a scientific approach to the reception of the play. it
the entire story but cut the text so that each scene was reduced does provide some preliminary insight into how the audience

to its e~xence. Everything was Shakespeatek language. The only received the performance. Comments about the show were
irenerally favorable, but many people felt Shakespeare's

chance we made was in the celebration of Mirandab wedding text was loxt in the 'spectacle." The costumes, music. and
when Prospero calls down the gods Junc). etc.: We called down performances were all "colorful.- -rich," and "engaging," yet

the Balinese dancers. (Jenkins. email) these audience members had little idea what the xtory was
about and could not follow any recognizable plot.
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rehearsals involved training them to act on a two-dimensional plane
moving their bodies iii ways to which they were unaccustomed.
Some, however. like Nadia Mahdi. who played Stephane,, had some
previous dance traininx and the reviewer acknowledged that she
"held a posture that for niost humans would require a third leg."

At its best. intercultural theatre always engages iii akindof
-productive misinterpretation," which should not be confused with.

I '.7 -appropriation.- Iii reference to its postcolonial meaning. and even
to it.~ more neutral position as a theory of reception. Pavis defines

a appropriation as that which -reduces everything to the perspective
4% of the tariet culture. which i~ in the domiii ant poMition and turns the

alien culture to its own ends.- Thus. the impetus for intercultural
,taging is not centered around "an interest in the foreign-the foreign
theatre or the foreign culture from which it is taken-but rather a
situation completely sped fie within its own cult,ire ora completely
specific problem having its origin within itx own theatre" (Erika

The more likely beneficiaries of the intercultural experiment Fische-Lichte).
are the participants rather than the audience. although attending
the performance of Caliban Remembers is not without its inerits -Whatever may be the form and the strategy of cultural inter-
(One might argue that some exposure to another culture is better actions." clainis Patrice Pavis. "exchange implies a theory and an
than nothing.) Iii addition to performers from Indonesia. the cast ethics of alterity. A foreign culture. an other culture, is one that
included actors from Turkey. Italy. and the United States. including fascinates by what one recognizes and what one fails to recognize
an Iraqi-American actress. As Suzuki Tadashi says, "Culture is the iii it.- During the rehearsing and performing of Caliba/i Remember.#,
body.- And. Patrice Pavis concurs that intercultural theatre "is at its it was clear that the Westerners and the Balinese were fa3cinated by
most transportable and experimental when it focuses on the actor the other's fc,reigitile,3 and that productive misinterpretation was in
and performance. on training of whateverduration conducted on the abundance allowing for the target and source cultures to benefit in
c,thers- home ground. or. an experiment with new body techniques. sonic way froni the exchange. We may recognize that what we seek

Micioscopic work of thiskindconceinsthe body.theti byextension in these intercultural experinients isadeMireto fulfill what we lack.
the personality and culture of the participants.- The focus on the but in the end we learn that the foreign has been familiar to us all
actor and the performance ix whatmadethisparticularintercultural along. The play and the performance were neither Shakespearek.
event so "transportable and experimental .- The acting for Caliban nor Bali 's . but both .
Remembers was very presentational (as in the tradition of Balinese
theater) and did not adhere in any way to a Stanislavski represen- Jacqueline Romeo has her PhD from Tufts University. Shetational style of theatre. Other than Catra. who played Caliban. and teaches courses in world and American drama, intercul-
Desak. who played Ariel. the other performerx were lion-Balinese. tural performance, popular entertainment, and American
Because the actors were playing Balinese shadow puppets. the frontier history.

$14.95 per copy
The Language of the Puppet ( includes shipping in U. S.)

This landmark book brings together 19 top puppetry A .~ ~
performers, artists and scholars from three conti- . c %11 1,0 3nents, and is full of beautiful pictures.

Available from UNIMA-USA:
1404 Spring St. NW, Atlanta, GA 30309 <unima@puppet.org>

You can now purchase UNIMA publications online with
credit/debit card and electronic checks.
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THE TEMPEST

44, 1,4 9Se4
«

Larry ReU, Sh.a,dow{i~ht Pro~Ut,cliovt,5 Debra. Wi,se, blder)Youkil R~il*vay -IUatre

Co-produced with Ganielan Sekar Jay :i . A ( Balinese ) 72 '//4 ,e.v is Underground Railway Theatre ' A Tempest. commissioned by
an adaptation of Shakespearek most musical and magical play. It the Boston Symphony Orchestra in celebration ofthe 1()()tli
ix about a sorcerer and dethroned Milanese duke. Prospero. who anniversary 01- Symphony Hall. features an original score by
has been banished with his daughter. Mirmida. to an enchanted Robert Xavier Rodriguez. Both the music and the colorful
island. where he is 5erved by the spirit Ariel and servant-nionster figures. designed by David Fichter. evoke two worlds. The
Caliban. The men who had plotted to kill Prospero happen to sail inhabitants ofthe mae kai island-Caliban. Ariel. and the rest
near the island. giving Prospero the opportunity for revenge: he - are imagined as pan pre-Columbian.' their visual dexign
use+ his po,vers to create a storm to 5hipwreck them to the island.

reflects motifs from Aztec mid May:in civilizations. and their
where he hax them cornered. But inwead of killing them. he uses

musical themes are played on bells. whistles. tlutes. Pros-magic to teach his eneinies a les.Non. and forgives them. The story
resolves with the freeing of servants. a marriage between opposing pero and the Europeans are "Pan-Elizabethan." in Spanish.

factions, and the renunciation of magician-excessive, out-of-bal- Italian. or British costunie. accompanied by strings, oboes

alice power for huma]13. and harpsicords.

5 companies 6.:.32'<S>d-*V%'0.-Wh.'e~E~/ EP
5 acts

The Secret Theatre~
Philadelphia

~ ~<Zi~-5~ --~'~Info: 215-386-2676 *..4
- Tickets & info: www.Dlinnetuurising.orc

5 a©tr, 5 colitpa,pfies, opte ·pUY - Skakespare's THE TEMPEST

This joint production by PhiladelphiiA Puppet Uprising and the Missoula Oblongata was performed at a "secret location" in South
Philadelphia for a totally sold-out foul-day run in May of 2007. They are currently working on a similar treatment of KING LEAR.

See Morgan Fit,Patrick Andrews' fabl,louN images of this and other puppet stuff at:

www.flickr.com/photos, Morgan FitzP, Puppets & Performance Miscellany
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Tra*sforM'flptg GI'lopts i,poto MuR MILL fakwl:
Religion and the Shadow Theatre of Hunan

by Fan Pen Chen

Communities in southern China have been known since antiquity
to have been intensely involved in shamanistic activities and the --=/
worshipping of ghosts and spirits. Through a fortuitous chance. I ***10 ,«
had the opportunity during the summer of 2008 to observe a shadow *r
show in southern Hunan that ended with ritual banishment of evil
spirits. Since the role played by religion in the Chinese shadow
theatre had been largely neglected prior to the publication of my
book . Chinese Shadow Theatre : History, Popular Religion cind
Women Warriors . the rituals performed prior to and after the shadow
plays in this instance - much more pronounced and elaborate than
anything 1 had observed before - were of immense interest to me.
This tradition of shadows also turned out to have been a rare form
known as Paper Shadows.

The study of shadow theatres wax not in the original agenda
of my 2008 research trip. Ye Mingsheng. a senior researcher at
the Research Institute of Art of Fujian Province (Fidimisheng
vishit yanjit,1,11,1/1). Bradford Clark. professor at Bowling Green

 AN OLD SHADOW PUPPET HEAD FROM HUNAN AND A "PAPER SHADOW" COLLECTED BY

State University. Huang Jiatixing. a graduate student. and myself THE SHADOW THEATRE MUSEUM AT CHENGDU.

were conducting a survey of puppetry iii southern China. Ye had PHOTO: FAN PEN CHEN

arranged for a rod puppet performance of Tale of Fragrant Motin -
win (xiang.shandumit) for us. But while in Changsha. we were

 An elderly lady with a basket of home-grown squash chatted with
informed that foreigners needed to obtain special permission to

 me and invited us to visit her houxe clown the lane. We sat on little
enter into this militarily sensitive region. It was decided that Ye

stools in the open front courtyard of her house.
and his graduate student would go without Clark and myself, and

The elderly lady was the mother of the household. By early
videotape the event.

Clark and I decided to vixit the famous Mount Heng in south- evening. her husband came home froni working iii the fields. Their
son called his cousin and located a troupe in a village three kilo-

eastern Hunan en route to Shaoyang. The day we arrived at Nanyue.
the main entrance to the mountain, we walked across the town meters away.

The grandfather suggested that we have the troupe perform at
until a side street led us to a vista of beautiful vegetable gardens
and woods reminiscent of the village this touristy town once was. his house. A few phone calls later, all was arranged for the evening.

Grandmother cooked dinner fur,is - we had delicious homegrown
veoetables. egg and tomato Noup, and rice. By the time the troupe
arrived. neighbors began to trickle in. The grandfather served tea to
the visitors and was a visibly proud -host.- The troupe of a master
puppeteer and two musicians arrived ontwo AcooterA afterdark. The
master puppeteer carried the trunk of puppets and musical instru-
ments at the back of his scooter. One of the musicians drove the
other scooten with the other musician and some other equipment

* at the back. The musician riding on the back held onto the driver
with his left hand and carried a bundle of bamboo poles with his

t right hand over his shoulder.
in less than half an hour. the stage was set up in the sparsely

furnished livine room. using furniture and doors of the household.
Two square dining tables with two unhinged wooden doors placed
on them served as the base for the stage. Bamboo poles ingeniously
tied together formed the frame for the stage. The musicians sat
behind the puppeteer and Ket up their instruments. One musician
was in charge of the percussion instruments. a drum. a laree eong.

-

a small gong. a large cymbal. a small cymbal. a clapper and a stick
AN OLD FIGURE OF A TIGER MADE OF LEATHER. PHOTO: FAN PEN CHEN called "rod- (ban,VIi). The other niusician played a two-Mringed
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/ for permission. The two warriors are subsequently married with the
blessings of both fathers. Hence. in the shadow play. the marriage
of Xue and Fan enables two enemy forces to join as one.

"Han Xiangzi Teases His Wife" illustrates how Han. who hax
already attained immortality. returns home to lead his wife to the
path of the transcendence. This he accomplishes by transforming
himself into a playboy who tries to ,<educe his own wife. She holds
steadfast against hix advances and finally earns herself the right to
attain the Dao. To the audience. however. her rejection of his :id-
vances is of no surprise. An ugly. lewd clown. rather than a dashine
playboy. his characterization provides laughter for the spectators
rather than admiration for the chastity of his wife. This may have
been one of the most popular plays in the region precisely because it
,affords many opportunities for enacting salacious humor. It is also a
popular theme in the local Flower Drum Opera (/magi/.w'). I suspect.
however. that the ver,ion videotaped by us was considerably toned

"

down as is the usual caxe whenever women. children and -outsiders
COMPLETED STAGE. PHOTO: BRADFORD CLARK join the audience of such plays.

After the conclusion of the plays. the master puppeteer stood
behind the screen and performed an extended (about eight minutes)

violin (cr/m). Unlike the tii:,jority of other shadow traditions. the ritual that sent away any evilintluences and ghosts that might have
musicians sometimes chin»led in when the puppeteer,ang. creating resided in the house. Judging from the characters on the talismanic.
a chorus. block he pounded, he might have transformed the ghosts into mud

As the cymbals anno,inced the start of the show. grandfather and sand. This shamanic ritual included the burning of incense and
<tuck two candles in the ground to one side of the front courtyard. mc,ck mc„iey  chanting without music. the ilse of talismanic hand
There he lit the candles. offered incelise. b,irlied tissue-like yelic,w uestures, and the batigitig of a two-hundred year old wooden block
paperthatrepresented money forthespititworld.:ind set oflastring called an -Order-Dispatching Ruler" (/ing£·hi).Four characternire
of fire crackers as offerings and announcement to the ancestors mid carved into each side of this rectangular block. They are: "As Soon
other gods and spirits in the area. The main puppeteet- coiTipleted as the Golden Whip Strikes" (/inbian vi:iici). "The Ghosts Transform
this opening ritual through :m invitational prayer before the pertor- into Mud and Sand" (guihita nishit. "The Five Thunder Order DiA-
mance. I requested a play that featured at least one woman warrior: patcher" (,17,/ei hao/ing). and a side with talismanic character-like
the master puppeteer. who was also the director of the troupe. got created synibols. Once the ghosts and Kpirits were exorcized and the
to select a local favorite as the second play for the evening. house cleansed, the master puppeteer blessed it by tossing a mixture

The troupe performed two plays that lasted for about two hours: of tea and rice into the audience several times as he continued to
-Xue Dingshan Fights at the Cold River Pass'~ (Xite Di,ig.#han chant. The grandfather. as master of the household. once agam lit
:hi/, 1 Hanliangguan ) and - Han Xiang/ i Tease ; His Wife" C Haii candles . burned mock money and set off firecrackers in the front
Xiangs xiqi ). both beitig stand-alone excerpts of serial plays . The courtyard . which ended the rituals .
former was an episode from tile fictional tales of a general. Xue
Dingshan. and an even more powerful woman warrior. Fan Lihua.
popularized through the military romance , Three Tales of the Tang
(.flitionimg shandman by Ruli:iii Joshi. 18"' century). The latter
was one of many popular storiei based on H:iii Xiang/.i. one of the
famou0 Eight Immortabs. Both tales were situated during the Tang
dynasty (618-9(17 ).

This shadow theatre tradition is transmitted through memory.
Traditions that do not use playxcripts tend to result iii performing
le35 sophisticated versions of the stories th:it deviate coii#iderably
from the published versions of tlie novels or play, on the theme.
In this case. Xue Dingshan'x encounter with Fan Lihua was so
grossly simplified that the complexity of the relationship between
the two was totally iieglected. aiid acomedy was created out 01- cmc
originally filled with ten , ionx . While iii the renowned novel . Tlirec
7Wes Ofthe 7Zing. the foreign or "barbarian" princexi. Fan Lihua.
becomes so enamored of the Chinese warrior. Xue Dingshan. that
she disobeys her father and eventually conimits both patricide and
fl:itricide. in this ~hadow play. Fan Lihua proposes to Xue who iN
initially relitctalit to accept her offer but then agieex to aNk his father WANG DONGLIN BEHIND THE SCREEN. PHOTO: BRADFORD CLARK
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FAN LIHUA, XUE DINGSHAN AND THEIR FATHERS.
PHOTO BY FAN PEN CHEN

We photographed some of the shadow figures and interviewed -superstition.- He simply said that the blocks were to ensure safety
the performers after the show. Most of the puppets had one rod and peace (bao ping ' an). The particular "ruler" used here belonged
at the back of itx neck on a Mwinging hook. Simpler, both in con- to the master of his father's master and was more than two hundred
struction and manipulation. than the puppets of the other Chinese years old. The iii:~5ter puppeteer. Wang Donglin. wasbomin 1945.
xhadow theatre traditions. characters wearing robes with long He began learning the art form when he was thirteen and had studied
sleeves only had a rod attached to one hand: the other arm had with his father. Wang Shousheng (b. 1913) mid three other masters.
neither hand nor rod . However. characters not wearing lobes . such The percussionist and the edo vic, linist have worked with him for
as warriors and soldiers, did have two hand~ each with its own xeveral decades. probably beginning sometime after the end of the
rod. The figures were fairly large (about 27 inches tall). Sonic Cultural Revolution in 1976.
of the protagonists were made out of painted celluloid. but the Wang Donglin clainied his had been the most popular troupe in
majority of the figurex were carved out of thick paper mid made the region. performing more than 250 shows each year. Occasions
colorful by filling the cutout patterns in the bodies with colored for their set vices included the celebration of birthdays. building of
plastic paper. These southern Hunan puppets also differ from the houses, passing of college entrance examinations. fulfillment of
figures of most of the other Chinese shadow traditions in that the vows, and purification of homes. Vow fulfillment, the sponsoring
faces tend to be painted rather than carved and seen 'liead on" of a show promised to a deity for the granting of a favor requested
rather than in profile. of the deity. and exorcism ofghosts and evil influences from homes

When asked about the obviously exorcistic ritual, the priest- were the most common occasions for the sponsoring of shadow
puppeteer was reluctant to discuss  what might be construed as play~. Grandlather was obviously happier with the cleansing aspect

of  the performance than the entertainment aspect of the show.
This was the first time Id watched a shadow performance by

a mere three-member troupe. hideed. its simplicity and emphasis
on religious limctionx may be reflectic,115 of ils antiquity and as a

~UPPETRY _~NTERNATIONAL very traditional form. 1,1 no other xhadow theatre tradition have 1
ever seen the master puppeteer taking over so unambiguously the

WELCOMES SUBMISSIONS function, of a shamanic priest. While its disappearance during the
CuItural Revolution could be traced to the suppression of traditionalThemes for upcoming issues include: culture and "superstitions." one might attribute its present decline
to the attrition of U~aditional religiou, beliefs among the younger

Spring 2010- MARIONETTES population who grew up without the religious ambiance. Given the
nature ol the function ofthis shadow theatre tradition. it may disap-

Fall 2010-NORTH AMERICA pear when the local religious belief system no longer exists.

Fan Pan Chen, PhD, is Assistant Professor of East Asian
e-mail proposals for considerotion to the editor: Studies at SUNY-Albany.

ab2periale@metrocast.net
For a more complete account of Profe.%,Nor Chen'% trip to
Hmicm. the cha//enges posed bv local dht /ects und im""e

{ 10* fv www.unima-usa.org/publications
Unages, go UN
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T|1£ Trejakl Wax i*l S|,uulow:
Indian Penormance Traditions in the Puppetry of Theodora Skipitares

by Lauren Hobbs Sexton, PhD

Theodora Skipitares has been creating. designing. and di- varying degrees of influence on Skipitares's production style.
recting multimedia theatre pieces since the early eighties. specifically concerning her narrative structure, the way she
Though she has consistently used puppets in her production>i chooses to create her puppets and the way she. in turn. uses
since 1982. thetypes of puppets with which she has worked those puppets in performance. In her typical multi-media
changed considerably throughout her career. Her most recent style, Skipitares collages these Asian/South-East Asian
productions feature puppets influenced by Asian traditions. artistic methods together in such a way that reflects both a
These chanties are the result of greater world travel-espe- respect for her sources and a unique creative vision.
cially her travels to India. Theodora Skipitares has routinely In Skipitares s production with Ellen Stewart in Vietnam
traveled to Europe to present productions. but in the late ( 1997) the pair came to the project, already prepared with the
nineties, fhe began to travel to parts of Asia as well. where central ideas and production methods they wanted to apply.
she was conimixsioned for productions iii Vietnam, Cam- Iii Vietnam. Skipitares experimented with water puppets.
bodia and India, These cross-cultural interactions have had combining them with other forms of puppetry and media.
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According to her published journal oil the trip. the goal of Theodora Skipitarex traveled with Ellen Stewart to India
the Vietnam project was to - integrate Iwaterl puppetry tech- in the winter of 1999 to 2000 on a Fulbright Fellowship
niques and the stock characters into a multi-media production where they collaborated on two pre-arranged productions:
with singers and dancers . based on the myth of Dionysus .- Sita in November of 1999 and The Pied Piper in February of
(Vietnam Journal 65) Skipitares goes on to state. "We are 2000. Sitawasperformed in Bangalore(Karnataka) India. iii
told that. because we are foreigners. we are welcome to try a large amphitheatre with a company of forty-Aix puppeteers.
this iii a way in which Vietnamese artists are not.  (Vietnam dancers. actors, and musicians. Working with local artists.
Journal 65) Theresulting productionwasabigsuccess and Skipitares and Stewart combined many types of Indian pup-
continued torun. evenonnationaltelevision. aftertheartists' pets with Yakshagana dancers to present an episode ofthe
departure. Although Stewart and Skipitares collaborated with Ramayana between Sita and her husband, Rama. According
local artistx in both the Vietnam and Cambodia projects. iii to Stanley. the production held two outdoor performances
general none of the traditional forms were truly integrated ' for standing- room-only crowds.- ( 59 ) In contrast . The Pad
into Skipitares 's style . This was not true of her 1999/200() trip Piper was a much smaller puppet theatre show performed
to India where she was greatly inspired by Yakshagana dance- in Ahmedabad. In partnership with the Darpana Theatre
drama, shadow puppetry.scroll painting and thetraditional Company. Skipitaress production presented amix of~hadow
epic narratives , the Mcilicihharam ·and the Raiiicircilia . puppets , masked dancers . and a bunrakii - style Pied Piper.
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While in India. Skipitares toured mostly through the states of stemmed from the numerous large. colored shadow puppets she 5aw
Kerala and Karnataka. in major cities and small villages, and at- in museums across India. as well as live productions. Skipitares's
tended many traditional dance-drama and puppetry performances. use of shadow puppets has primarily been reserved f'or large battle
Puppetry has existed in India for roughly 2500 years. originating scenes and supernatural scenes. such as at iphigenia's sacrifice
with leather cutouts . They are referenced iii both the Maliabliarata when her body is replaced by that of a deer. in each performance
andthe Natvasastra (whereinthedirectorof live theatreix called the the shadow puppets serve asa contrast to other forms of puppetry,
"string holder") both of which date between 200 BCE and 2()0 CE. 0uch a. Otome Bunraku-style puppets and humanettes, used torthe
Today in India there is a relatively large range of shadow puppets. majority of the show.'
many centered in Kerala in south India , however. the majority are The Rise and FaH ofTimur the Lci , jic (2001 j presented a collision
made in the same fashion. varying only in size, color. and type of between Mai lowe's 721,tibm·/aim' and the historical figure of Timur
story presented. Asuxual. Skipitares madeanindividual statementin Lang. a fourteenth century Asian warric„-conqueror also known as
her incorporation ofthis age-old tradition . specifically with the ma- Timur the Lame . Forthis production . Marlowis Tajill},trlaille was
terials she used and the way she performed the puppets voices. combined with shadow puppetry and Yakshagana dance. Skipitares

Traditional Indian shadow puppets are typically made of deer- used shadow puppets for the first act where. manipulated by eight
skin with holes punched through to denote ornaments and the lines puppeteers. thirty-five characters appeared on a five-sided. sixty-
ofthe costume. Many are painted different colors. but these appear foot-long screen that wrapped around the audience. (Stanley 62-63)
muted on the natural hide. Often three puppets may be made for As reviewer Bruce Weber dexcribes:
one character. each in different positions and/or scales. Unlike the
kroll paintings. which Skipitares has used in productions. she did

A U-shaped screen separates the audience and the pup-not have traditional Indian artists build her shadow puppets. Instead.
Skipitares created her own puppetx. modifying tradition by using peteerx. and iii the southern Indian technique borrowed
plastic rather that the traditional animal skin. This plastic material. by Ms. Skipitures. tile brightly colored. two-dimensional
when painted. resulted iii brighter. more vibrant colors. The mate-
rial was also easier to work with. which allowed Skipitares to make puppet figures are illuminated from behind so that their
larger puppets, some forty-three inches high. Secondly. in Indian imalles. colors and all. show up on the screen. The ef-
shadow puppetry traditions. both female and male characters are feet is striking. especially with Ms. Skipitareks puppetmanipulated and voiced by male puppeteers who do not attempt to
match their voice to the character's gender. Instead. the puppeteer dexiens. which. like some Picasso paintings. are represen-
identifies the character that is speaking by moving its arm or entire tations of three-dimensional figures mapped onto a plane
body. In contrast. when using shadow puppets in her productions. surface: the eyes of each puppet, for example. are on theSkipitares typically either asxigns a xpecific voice to each puppet
character (one which matches its gender) or performs without any same side of the nose.
voice at all.

Since her trip to India. Skipitares has repeatedly used shadow
puppetry in many productions . specifically The Ri.vi' and FaH of The narrators iii this play were positioned behind the screen and
Tinitir the tkime, Helen : Queen ofSI,ctrla, Odysser .· The H)ma·um- provided reading and sound effects in a -cartoonish" style . which
ing. and /phigenia-the last three being reproduced together at was intended to comment upon the text. (Weber) In her adaptation
LaMama ETC in March 2006 under the name Trilogy . According of Indian shadow puppetry. Skipitares presents a mix of invention
to Stanley. Skipitares's incorporation of this mode of  production and tradition that is fundamental to her production style.

ODYSSEUS ' ENCOUNTERS THE CYCLOPS IN ODYSSEY
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THE RISE AND FALL OF TIMUR THE LAME

\nTrilog, < Helen . 0,/rxser , and /phigenia ) Skipit : ires combines Before I went to India . I could care two figs about a
various puppetry styles and media styles, but each show inellides storyl ...1 Then I go to India, where there's a 4000 year
shadow puppetry. Helen was originally created for a 2()02 puppetry

old culture that reveres its stories and still presents its
festival in Calcutta. sponsored by A,10 International. and was built
with Calcutta puppeteers and actors. including Bengali television stories I... I and oddly enough those months iii India
stars ( Personal Interview, Marcli 2006 ). Iii /*/en , Qncen of Sparta. made me want to tell stories about Greece . Its so weird .
and Odvssey. large segments of shadow puppetry are used to depict

But 1 became interested iii stories and in storytelling.
days and battles in The Trojan War. In Helen . warriors . who looked
like they had "just leaped off Greek vaxes." battle behind a fifty-foot (Perxonal Interview, March 2006)
wide screen. (Bruckner ) Armies are thrown intocach otherand the
-dead- lay in large piles against the xhailow screen as Athena flies Skipitaress trip to India did end up changing the way she
above the battlefield. Loud b:iss-driven music accompanies each told storieN-especially her use of puppets in the stories-and
onslaught. In Odv.Ber. Skipitares uses 011adow puppetry to represent what stories she chose to tell. It also inspired a new tendency in
Odysseus' encounters with the Cyclops. as well as otlier epi,odes Skipitareks work toward focusing on a particular story rather than
from his epic journey home. In one scene, different ver1ions of the atheme. (Stanley 65) Evidence of thesechanges can be foundiii
character Odysseus. each in gradually smaller scale. are used to show SkipitareCs renewed interest in Greek myth and legend. Though
his approach to the giant. bright blue Cyclops. According to one Skipitares dealt somewhat with Greek mythology iii her perfor-
review, however. the shadow puppets in 0,/rxser were not entirely mance art pieces, since her return from India. Skipitares has created
well-received: -The conceptual ideas are more ofa tocus than actual several productions dealing with Greek legends on Helen of Troy.
high performance val,ie1. plenty of clunking and clanging goex on the Trojan War. and the House of Ati'eus. Skipitares's more recent
when the epic battle of Troy is being told with shadow puppets." work seems to be incorporating texts that have a more traditional
(Portwood), In all the plays. these shadow puppetry sections are dramatic arc (/phige,iia, 0,·extes, Met/ea), yet even tliese are pre-
combined with other scenes iii which Skipitares uses video. rod sented in a fragmented. episodic fashion.
puppetry. and recorded music. what New York Times reviewer Neil Although many of SkipitareCs Asian influences have only
Genzlinger calls a "merging of the ancient and the modern." Iii been incorporated into her productions once or only recently.
traditional productions of  Bunraku. 1hadow puppetry orscroll paint- overall tliey mark adistinct shift in the artist s style. In Skipitares's
m# s (Pu titu ). the art forms are never combitied with other forms of hands Japanese . Vietnamese . and Indian methods are combined to
performance. However. within oile production. Skipitares routinely express ancient Greek myths. creating a collage of artistic styles
mixes these Asian traditions with contemporary media such as slide and cultures. Amazingly. these elements are combined in ways

projections or video. Each method is performed independently. yet that complement the story Skipitares wishes to tell. not in ways
it is the epixodic structure of Skipitares's productions that Eillow for which exoticise the cultures froni which they originate. Moreover.

a seamlegs flow between these various cultures and traditions. Skipitares's modifications to each method reflect a possibility for
Skipitares's trip to India was also, in the end. responsible fur these traditions to survive globalization while maintaining their

"reinvigorating her thinking and inhpiring her to move iii new di- cultural and historical contexts.
rections" (Stanley 58-59). She was impressed by the relationship
between *rituality and the creative arts in India, specifically the tra- Lauren Hobbs Sexton earned her PhD from the University
dition of dedicating each peric, iniance of dance theatre or puppetry of Georgia and has been published in the Theatre Journal
to Lord Ganesha, the remover <11 obstacles. Although Stanley speaks and elsewhere.
of Skipitaresk "reverence for her sources. - there is no evidence she
ever began these Asian intlitenced productions with ceremonies.
offerings . orblessings ( 63 ). Skipitares 'stripto India was . however. The list Of  wc)/·ks .vited in this article A ()11 () 111- M 'Cbsite .

influential in chaneing the way she viewed storie,: www.unima-usa.org/publications
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THE SPACE OF SHADOWS* But the greatest revolution that the shadow theatre
is undergoing at the preKent time iA the discovery ofby Fabrizio Montecchi
scenic -space.- The traditional lin/ited space, w'hich
we can look upon as a system of closed techniques and
relationshipx. has been replaced by an open space-rich
and dynamic in possibilities and powers of articulation.
Iii my opinion, this scenic space is at the heart of al I new
techniques iii shadow theatre. What follows demonstrates
this development and at the same time is a contribution
towards a new definition of the techniques of contem
porary shadow theatre-something that has been needed
for a long time.

SCENIC LIGHT AND SPACE
Every technical and linguistic change in the past years
has been expressed :md subsumed in the %cenic field.
We must first of all be in agreement that space plays an
essential role as a shadow is a phenomenon of projection.
Shadows live iii and are fed by space: their shape and
their dimensions depend upon the characteristics of the
space in which they are found. By -space." however. we
diould not think only of the outer Aurface of the screen
upon which the xhadow is seen. The space available to
the shadow is the total area between the light source and

any position within this space. a figure casts a variety
the screen. The shadow is guided within this space. At

of shadows. depending upon its relationship to the light
and to the screen. This space - rich in dynamic connec-
tions - is the space of shadow projection. Shadow the-

Every technique has its own metaphysic atre . which has come into being through the creation of
-Dzevad Karahasan ** shadows, cannot distance itself from these simple rules,

On the basis of any technique of shadow theatre. thereTOWARD A REDEFINITION OF THE are different ways of realizing the relationship betweenTECHNIQUES OF SHADOW THEATRE light, figure and scieen, You could even say that there are
Shadow theatre is not a technique. rather it is a kind of scenic art. a theatrical di fferent ways of realizing the shadow's space.
lanauaee that makes use of a multitude of techniquex. Iii the traditional shadow theatre, where the figures-

1 insist upon this statement, as shadow theatre is all too otten superticially touchthe screen atid are fixed. th is space has no particular
regarded as "a technique." and it is all too often assumed that. to put it into importance. That's why the original ilse of the naked
practice. all that is needed is a basic knowledge of this -technique." flame as a means of lighting is severely limited, The

1 claim this not because I frown upon technique-quite the opposite! It ts screen ix the only space and the scenic acticin can only
because I attach great importance to it and firmly believe that every kind of be realized by moving the figures. But contemporary
techilique 11:~S its own met.lphysiC. Only by trying to unde'l'galid the clililensic,11% shadow thet,tre-thank< tc, the new po,gibilitic·4 offered
of the metaphysics of each technique is it possible to comprehend this is not by the evolution of lighting technique-has begun to
merely the insensitive use of instruments or the cold utilization of method, see the Mhadow :IN the key to projection and to radically

change the function and role of space in shadows.
SHADOW THEATRE IN THE COURSE OF THE
LAST 20 YEARS LIGHT IN SPACE
In the last twenty years. the shadow theatre has undergone a remarkable It cannot be denied that different images and uses of light
change in technique and in language. One important impetus to thix technical are founded upon this change iii the shadow's space,
and linguistic further education came from the -Teatro Gioco Vita." It was no Every kind of light is a universe, an attitude. and a way
coincidence that for a long time people talked about the 'Teatro Gioco Vita of designing and presenting the world, In this sense there
style." Some characterixtics ofthix were the use of pinpoint lamps. the special comes into being a world of shadows. conditional on light
handling of the screens. a proliferation of techniques for animating figures and space. And so a choice of light is never primarily a
and the concept that shadow theatre is fundamentally based upon a technical technical choice but ali expressive one. You don't need
revolution. It is a well-known fact that a revolution produces new ideas that the light to illuminate the figure but rather to show the
then become the norm.
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non-technical alterationsottoi·m Theilitroduction of pinpoint lanipi THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
made it po~ible to 4ee a new world of ~hadow that hail never before FIGURE, LIGHT AND SCREEN
exifted Thepossibility otenlarging the ·,hadow$ miel vmult.ineou4ly Another rea4011 1. that light and 0creen play an active part
keeping their form recognizable. gave u. the chance to nicre:M the m the creation of xhadow+ and are. therefore. alho capable
Hze of the ~pace. ,0 that the aniniatot can actually "live' there and of- animation There are ~ome technique~ ba*ed upon the
phyweall> p:trtliti):tte in the action ut the pl.13 The lise (}t |lalo~eli 117:~1111)l,Iyticirl cit Acreen artel light 111 which licathet' object noi
1.inipv :113(} rriade itpoisibletc) 111.itilpitlate the light and 4onti,ltiplied figi,re play* a part The re,,ult 13 that neither $creen 1101 light
the creati\e poutbilitle, ot thts ~pace can be regarded ax pa~ve metiument~ m the,ervice ot the

ThA new 0pace alfo led to a change iii the concept of 4hadow4 fisture They are tlienifelve,·, irr,truilient,, tull of expre,,··,icin
:14 a forni ot theati ical expre~~lon Lili· Anioro~ ~aw the origim, of and contnbute to the play as much as do the figures It 10.
contemporary 0hadow theatre in the uniquene~ 01- theatrical lan- theretore. the*e relation,hips that-in their mfintte po.~v-
guage iti whicli thereis :idetachmetit ofthe niovemeiit ot the figitre bilitie,, 01 conibitiatioil- foim the basi~ of all playing tech-
trom the figure ibelf Thi$ definition clanhe, m a vmple way how nique>, Mo01 art[.tic a~,pect,-the aiticulation of the figure,.
the action brings the +hadow to life. animate4 it and pre~ent+ it in the characteti~tic. of the light or the material of which the
3-dimenvonal and not in 2-dimer,01(,nal xpace In fact. contemporary ,creen 1, made-depend turft and foremo~t on the 0y~tem of
0hadow theatre tend4 - m the concept ot a vngle k·enic 0pace - to relation~hip you are looking for They belong to a *,tem of
incorporate both the xhadow, and the player; But their commit- relative and not ab„olute value~ They mu.t not be 0een a+ a
ment K very different, even when they are part ot the ~ame ~cene kind of dogma. but rather aA niotit, m a ichenie that 1. con-
it the player< actioih take place on the 3-dimethional level of the tinually changing and being newly defined A~ 1 have already
rene. then the,hadow~ appear on the 2-dimenvonal 0urt:ice (,1-the ~aid. contemporary 0hadow theatre K determined by the use
0creen Thati wh > iti nece~ary to attach great miportance to 0pace ot varioux techmque~ The ttaditional theatte had only ()# le
by mean0 of a di4criminating u~ of the fereen Thi4 0ireen - up ,p:ice. the theatre today has many Nowadan a xhadow play
until now alwayx treated a$ a paRive obiect onto which 47adow$ are can uKe all po~ble technique; and vmultaneou3]y various
projected (followmg the example of the him mdu*try) - beconie, „ ~pacex" the *pace behind the ,creen. the ~pace iii front ot
atimtegral part of the ~cenicaction A,:Iniobile,dynamicelement. the icreen, 0pace with fired light„ and 0pace with movable
the xcreen has forced IKelt into the 0pace and. by tram,gressing the 1 jght - or 0pace which is a combination of all
liniiA of 2-dimenvonallim. ha0 turlied thi4 $pace into an important
element it elf The di~appearance 01- a lixed scieen. which u,ed to
0eparate the acton trom the ,pectator0. ha0 led to the extraordinary CONCLUSION
importance of the wreen :10 11(,t Juht a receiver but al00 a, a tran4- The wealth oftechmquex of play i. only po~ible it you have
former of ~hadow'0 into ti,11 con0ciou0ne00 The quality of 4pace ae an open room capable of making u~e of all the;e different
well :14 that of the 0hadow it„elt, are dependent upon the niaterial kind4 01 -~hadow room<- in a functional and con~equential
condition of the ~cieen. 11% ,hape. it, >,ize and it, pc)%,ition By mov- way Th,4 tr:111>,tormation ha~ con+equence~ notonly torthe
Ing the ,creell. it'+ po~ible to create 411adowf that could not be niechanic,, and the ~et bilt al>,0 fur the qualitative Importance
created by moving the figuie alone A. the ligure0 0how their form8 of the player Indeed. the player haA once again found his
on the vertical ~creen. the player move0 hor,7Olitally It ~ 1110 ta~k central point m ~cenic 0pace It 10 the player who createi the
to theatricall> till the 5pace between the projecto, and the wreen telatio,10hip between all the element~ He 1, the one who. by
The player createx object0 and figuref by moving 1174,de thi~ .pace moving 0creen. light and ligure. give4 th,0 0pace it4 theatrical
(or different ~pace~) That mea,10 that the player u.e. the 0pecial exi,.tence and M} make. the whole thing poHible
i elation„hip, between light. figure and screen m order to f mally carry Conceived thi~ way. $cenic ~pace ha~ a~cended to a pow-
out the creation ofthe ,hadowN All ot thexe xpectal relation,,hip>, tion of the greate01 theatrical importance m ~hadow theatre
together you can call the tec h / i /que , cd {1111111(Ill()11 The traditional It ha~ become the centie ot modern theatrical language and
0hadow theatre ha. provided ui with abundant codified technique4. th no longer the xerval* ot technique„ ot the pav
ranging from the kind of lighting or the propertie. 01 the kreen to
way0 of making tiguie4 For th,5 reaxon evety traditional $tyle ot
acting can be recogiwed by the acting techmque. A. I've already Lo Sp.1/10 del Ombie fit v appew ed in the ~econd volume of
.aid, however, In the traditional theatre the concept of 4pace K Schatteliteater. Emhorn-Verlag. Sclmabisch Gmund. 2001

already fixed, which i~ why the variability dependf entirely upon ['nglish tran,lation by the authoi

the organization of the figure0 1 Dail .KI Kai x ia fan 10 .i Bo~man w i iter alid di aniaturg. a 10 0 a
In the contempot ary ~hadow theatre. the awarene~ ot the tech- coll,ibc,rator with Gioco Vita

nique ot ammation becomes much more miportalit Olie rea,on for
thi>, 1, that any identification with the play thlough the techmque,, of
pioduction or the manipulation of the figure, i no longer po., ible Fabrizio Montecchi is the artistic director of
The dimen ,von4 ot a figure , it~ aiticulation and the way it 14 h , indled Italy 's groundbreaking Teatro Gioco Vita.
are dependent upon it,, relation$hip to light and 0creen
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by Brigitte Rivelli
When Brigitte Rivelli offered a shadow theatre workshop at a primarr Nclic,(,1 for French children
in India. a vast scope ofreflections opened up.

Our Set-up- The Static Image as a Unit of Composition

A large screen stretching to the floor. a light source that allowed us Through shadows. the work of the actor is translated into image,
to enlarge shadows without loosing their clarity. which is its base material.

The set-up allowed the children to play at a bit of a distance The projected image emanates froin the actor at the same time
from the screen so that they could see their shadows asthey worked. as it is dissociated from him. Thus he can see it at the sanie time
which, during the initial phase of initiation. ix easier for them than he performs it. The mask-prosthesis is made iii such a way that the
imagining what they are showing to the other side of the screen. actor can see itx image from the front. while the figure itself is in
This also permits the composition of images using depth of field. profile. introducing another level of unreality
close-ups, and the interaction of characters of different heights. The body is at the same time the to<,1 producing the image and

In comparison to shadow puppets. body shadows offer a niore the material constituting it through the intervention of the projected
direct tool, one that also has the advantage of immediacy. Using shadow.
body shadows. one can explore without first passing through the Being. as it ix. immateriality reflected. defined in black and
Mage of building puppets or masks. white, reduced to its outline. and eventually distorted by the angle

To the intrigues of the simplicity of corporeal shadows. we of the light-a priori the projected image is not realistic.
then added the object: A large prosthexis concealing the head of The heterogenous constitution of the character- inanimate
the actor and replacing it with that of the character. The size of picture +living body-is unified in tlie shadow image. The connec-
thisobjectis deliberately disproportionate tothe body ofthe actor. tion of these contrasting elements carriex withitadramaticcharge.
which remains visible. inspiring one to play.

From this combination. simplicity + unrealism. a pictorial cir-
ation is born, which is both theatrical and fantastic.
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The actor works with his body ah a draftsman would. working The screen takes the place of the piece of paper to which the
on building an image as he sees it on the screen. For children in child habitually trusts his line drawings. but this time the white space
particular. when the characters they animate are a combination of on which the projection is inscribed is vertical and bigger than the
their own drawings andtheirownbodies. theyidentify profoundly child. The 3111-face replaces the line. The proportions of the child
with them on the level of the fantastic. and the space are inverted. considering the intimacy of the propor-

The body in its natural postures does not work with the pros- tions of the child and what he projects. The space becomes public.
thesis, One must experiment to find appropriate postures fur the Suddenly an image of himself is there before he has even decided
natural body to enter into a symbiosix with the mask-prosthesis on it. in contrast to the experience in drawing or other deliberate
of the character. Note that these postures mr not the same as fur a actions. The child stands in front of a sel fof' another sort, a shadow.
normal mask. transformed by the mask-prosthesis of the head.

Acting, Writing
Making static images. tableaux. exploring moments of suspended distortion between reality mid its reflection. Forexample, imagine
action that permit the children to observe the images they create. ali actor facing his shadow and punching his fist in its direction:
rather than getting caught up iii acting behind the screen. these are hardly any of this action would be perceptible from the image
all part of the first. preliminary stage. Acting :ind writing belong to because the shadow of the arm would be absorbed into that of the
a second btage iii the procexs. body. So if actor>, want to make their actions visible, they have to

To the base material. the image. the actor iniects movement position themselves and transform their action in relation to the
Learning to take control of the image for performing is the focus impact of the image it projects.
of a long process of observation that leads towards :iii understand- The actor niust emit a signifier so that the signified is transmit-
ing of the dramatic rules that govern the screen. The actor must be ted. Signifier and signified are not similar and can even sometimes
conscious of the succession of images being created. ax a film editor be contradictory. Facing her shadow, the novice finds herself face
is of the overall progression of a movie. to face with these facts.

The power of these images will often depend on their economy Thanks to the mirror of the screen that offers us both the im-
and rhythm, The pau xes in particular will give them punctuation and age itself and the construction necessitated in its creation. the
readibility. The distance between the actor and his pri,jection im- trap of natut'alism, into which novices in the theatre often fall. is
mediately shows him the need for a unique language. The physical discovered. In this setting. realistic movements lose their dramatic
distance between the actor and the image he projects permits him not impact.
only to see what shadows he casts. but to observe the gaps between I arrive here in my reflections and return from this step to once
what he does and what appears iii the image. taking into account the aeain irind the grain of my practice...

C C
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NOTES on a tel

PEDAGOGICAL APPROACH

FUNDAMENTALS
Fundamentals to explore when beginning
work in shadow theatre

These fundamentals are the basis for
subsequent narrative and theatrical
development.

Each one of these fundamentals can be developed through exercise-games, the goal
of which is to come naturally to an understanding of the basics.

The forms of the exercises vary depending on the ages of the participants and not on
the fundamentals themselves.

Awareness of the space in relationship to the light source.

Identify the ZONE in the space where the bodies (or the puppets) project their
shadows on the screen and, consequently, the dead spots.

BIG-LITTLE
The limit of largeness: complete black
The limit of smallness: the puppet or object placed against the screen
Play between one and the other...

SELF AND SHADOW
LOOK at the image that the shadow draws and not at your partner (or puppet) .

PROFILE and BACK: 2 moments when one doesn't see one's own image. Interest and
particular difficulties of profile. BACK, avoid.

IDENTIFY your shadow amidst the others.

SELF and IMAGE
The relationship between the created image and the one who sees it.

When shadows superimpose themselves on the screen, they hide each other...

Play WITH your partner, which implies differentiating between the actor, the
manipulator, and the characters. The concept of balance and balancing of images
on the screen.
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We play FOR spectators who are invisible but are watching from the other side.

Learn to SEE and OBSERVE what happens on the screen at the same time as we are
absorbed IN THE ACTION.

See and observe also in the position of the spectator. Work alternately IN FRONT
OF and BEHIND the screen.

Schematically, THREE AREAS with specific characteristics.
Behind : Do
In front : Watch
On the side : Watch those who do

211 I

The MUSIC of the EYES
Images have a visual rhythm determined by a complex
set of givens including speed and its modulations, the
proportions between shadow and light source. Special work
on slowness.

The relationship between space and time is the basis
of this music. At a later stage, one can tackle the
relationship between the visual and the auditory with
actual music, but it is interesting to begin by working
strictly on the visual music created by the images
themselves.

The children were divided into three age groups :
Exploration of fundamentals: the space structured by thelight source and the screen, and the relationship betweenthe shadow and the light. This was the basis of our workwith the 5-6 year-old children. The only mediating objectshere between the source of light and the screen, whichproduced the shadows, were the childrens' own bodies.

Work with the 7 year-olds combined body shadows and theuse of performing objects.
With the two older groups, we focused on putting togethera story with puppets

Translator Claudia Orenstein is an UNIMA-USA board member, PI peer reviewer, and is Associate Professor
of Theatre at Hunter College CUNY, and the CUNY Graduate Center.
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7-Ae Aket«» Tradition m j-Ulow 7-Uter
by John Bell

Of all the different types ofpuppet „ i These consistently mysteri-
theater in the world, shadow theater ous qualities of shadow pup-
stands out distinctly as a form that, perry-it's there. it's gone: it's
simply by its nature, persistently big. it's small. it'x matter. it's
question, the nature of object, f 14 enerev- lent themselves to the
image. and identity. While other metaphysical speculations ot
types of puppet theater involve the Plato. in his famous 'Allegory
combined focus of performer and of the Cave" in Book VII of
audience on the performing object . The Reptiblic from the 5' h or 48
shadow theatercomplicates things by including two more elementx: century B.C.E. Plato. who quite obviously had seen some shadow
a light source and a screen upon which the shadow of the object is shows himself, used the four-part nature of shadow puppetry (pup-
projected. Although technically simple (anyone can. and probably peteer, object. light Kource, projection surface) to attempt toexplain
has. played with shadows at one point or another). shadow theater the Greek ~ense of the relationship between The Ideal and The Real.
is immediately metaphysical. because the focus of our attention is The suggestive ambiguities and non-realism of shadow theater ]ent
the trace of the object-the sign of its presence, but not the object themselves quite well to Plato's attempt to deal with a very basic
itself. Also. unlike marionettes. handpuppets. masks. or other question of existence in a way that allegories of Greek marionettes,
performing object forms. shadows are by definition tleeting-they masks. or mechanical statues could not have matched.
exist for the moment of performance, Mid then disappear. Part of the exoticism of shadow theater as it has been considered

In addition. although the dynamics of shadow theater are in the Euro-American West involves shadow puppetry'% sophisti-
much like those of other puppet forms because they deal with cated historical development as an art form in China. Java. Ball,
the sequential movement of images in a defined space and their India. and other places in Asia. as well as iti appearance across the
traditional subject matter is similar or identical to the dramaturgy southern Mediterranean and in the Middle East. Johann Wolf-eane

- L

of three-dimensional puppetry.shadow theater has some particular von Goethe described the nature of popular 18~-century European
characteristics that don ' t appear in other forms of puppetry. and that shadow theater in his 1769 play for puppets , Das Jahrmarkstfen
have to do with the nature oflight . The size and scale ofthe imaIres . it Plunderswei/ern . which Paul McPharlin translated as Jit ,ikdttillp
for example. can chatige radically depending on the distance ot the Fair (and published in his; 1929 Repe,-tory O/ Marionette Plars).
puppet from both the light source and the shadow screen: and the This evocation of the fairground entertainments that Goethe
nature of the light source itself. especially when an open flame is saw in his native Frankfurt includes a Shadow Showman whose
used. brings its own flickering. constantly shifting movement to spectacle-which seems to hearken back tO the entertainments of
the shadow images. medieval religioti~ theater-presents images ofAdam. Eve. and the

The metaphysical questions posed by shadow theater are also Serpent. the sinful lecheries of humans before the Flood. and then,
connected to the peculiar properties of light. which, as we tried somewhat improbably. the Greek god Mercury flying to the rescue.
to understand in science class. can be considered to be matter or In either words. from what Goethe tells us. European shadow theater
energy. or both. (Did this confound you as well?) [.ight is matter traditions seem also to have dealt with basic questions of existence.
that has no mass, according to a posting on an internet site called identity. ami belief.
"Physics Forum'. but wait. on the other hand. according to the next While we may surmise that the European history of shadow
posting. it is in fact energy. This ongoing discussion inevitably ,hows could go back to the Middle Ages. we only seem to %tart to
brings in Einsteink theory of relativity, which precisely articulates heat of "galanty shows" and -onibres chinoises"-two terms for
the relationship between energy and mass. Aha!.. .or. Uh-oh! Does Ahadow entertainments-in the 19'I' century, and the obvious Asian
this mean. in puppet terms. that we can say light. as mass. is a kind origins ofthe latter term point to the introduction of Chinese shad-
of performing object. and at the same time, as energy it is not an ows. somehow. as an innovation in European xhadow theater. A
object at all? Hmm. good barometer of the European consciousnev of shadow theater
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in the late 19,1, and early 2()m century is Edward Gordon Craig. who
 

1*..

documented the emerging European awareness of global xhadow
theater traditions iii the pages of his publications The Mask and The
Mari,mette. Craig wrote about Chinese shadow theater and Javane1e /4*..J?
warang ki//it. published the scriptof the ever-popular French shadow 96 .
play -Le Pont Cass6" ("The Broken Bridge"), and reprinted Thdophile
Gautier's 1856 account of a Turkish Kamg,i:. performance witnessed ,/%* r.

in Constantinople.
The rediscovery of shadow theaterk possibilities was rife in late

an unequalled19'~- and early 20N'-century avant-g:it'de circles. For example. Oskar
Schlemmer. Ludwig Hirschteld-Mack and other Bauhaux artists cre- window on the woild

ated experimental performaticeswithlightandshadows intlie 1920% iii of contemporary
Germany, around the same time that Lotte Reininger was performing puppetry'
with traditional-looking shadow figures in very high-tech environ-
ments as she pioneered the sophisticated ilse of xhadow theater iii the Iravis Elborough,

relatively new medium offilm . Ibe Guardian

Shadow theater and film are obviously linked forms of light perfor-
mance, since both involve. iii essence. the play of liglit and shadow on
a screen. It is no accident that the late 19'1'-century invention of film
coincided with a rich exploration of image and object perlormance PUPPET NOTEBOOK
possibilities throughout Europe . and it isimportant to keep in mindihat International inspiration

shadow puppet theater is iii fact the true precedent to the mechanical From puppets at the Royal Shakespeare Company to the latest

medium of film. Even more. shadow theater is the historical anteced- student hhows: newh. Features, int.rview; and puppet hiht()1'y

ent of all forms of light play on screens. from the MacBook on which hiternational subscription 0 issues): £25 per annum.

I am writing this, to the television Net downs tair~, and the cell phone iii Mease see our website for a full listing ofhack issues,

my pocket. They are all. I would argue. mechanical variations on the sample articles ,ind subscription informarion.

ancient techniques of fhadow theater: underxtanding the dynamicf of Publihhed by British UNIMA www.unima.org.uk ~

shadow puppet theater can help us understand the dynainic1 of these
other light-screen performances we encounter or create daily.

The Western rediscovery of shadow theater contimies today in many
forms. and one fascinating example of it ix the work of contemporary feinale narrator had been involved with sexually at the story:s

American visual artist Kara Walker. Walker. whose early focus on beginni,ig. This short film is stunning, because it replayx the

the technique of 19'i'-century Kilhouette portraiture allowed her to barely repressed history of black/white relationss during and

delve deeply itito the issues of race. sexuality, politics, and identity after slavery (which most recently emerged spectacularly in

that haunted American life in that centitry, as well as in the 20"Hand the confrontation between a police officer and professor Henry

now m the 21"h has more recently added articulation and movement Louis Gates m my hometown of Cambridge) in a way which

to the cutout shapes she makes, and. iii filming and videcitaping her amplities and sc,mehow clarifies the complexity. ambivalence,

mailip,ilation of these silhouettes, has entered the world of shadow and deep and lastingeffects ofthisinjustice thatisessentialto

theater to stunning effect. our past and present.

Walker'< 2004 shadow puppet film 72.#timmn· uses a black and Shadow theater. as Walker uses it. is a brilliant medium with

white shadow palette (like Reininger'%) to purstie atialternative his_ whichtoexaminethis story since. aslargued atthe beginning

toi'y of 19'~-century slave society. Her imagesh:,ve the uncanny feel ofthiscolumn. the form is always already dealing with issues

of 19~-century popular at't. since the portr:~itill·e ot si lhouette ciltti,1 lis Of existence and identity, Walker's use of the l imitation s of

is at the center of this aesthetic. but her short film turnh the tables. tlat profile im:~gery. as well as the restriction to black and

because at the start of her story the whites have grown tired of takilig white (and some gray) propels the story comfortably into the

care ofthemselves, and have asked to be the slaves ofthe blacks. What highly symbolic idiom in which shadow theater has always

follows is a raw. sexually charged, and violent depiction of the bitter operated. Edward Gordon Craig recognized that Javanese and

consequences of slavery, here drawn out expansively and shockingly Turkish shadow theaterdealt with deep issues of religious and

because of Walker's radical role reversal, The exploitation (sexual cultural identity. and Goethe saw that shadow plays he saw in

and otherwise) that we know was a feature of our own history of Frankfurt were likewise dealing with such basic igues from

slavery is here depicted with black feniale characters takitig advan- a Christian and European perspective. Kan Walkers recent

tage of white males. itistead of the other way around. A slave exape use of the form as a means to uilderstand more fully our own

prompts theinevitable, familiar. andin fact clichddimages of a slave conflicted past and present experiences with race joins with

hunt. with bloodhounds. and the capture of the runaway slaves. and precedent forms and theiruse ofshadow puppettheaterto make

then the hanging of the same young white man with whom the black compelling and evocative art.
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These two books offer#kiscinating-and

Pt » very diffe rent-examples c)/ the mak-
ing of intppet shows in contemporan

- r ,~ 1 1 ~1 'extern cultitre .

A Pair of Cockeyed Optimists:
The Puppetry Career of The Horse's Mouth:
Bob and Judy Brown Staging Morpurgo's War Horse
by Judy Barry Brown and Luman Coad by Mervyii Millar
340 pp. Charlemagne Press. 2009. $25. 96 pp. Oberon Books, 2()07. £12.99.

A Pair of Cockeyed Opti, itists is another installment iii the bunraku and Czech black - theater style . and develop into a
Charlemagne Press'* consistent and commendable effort full-time puppet company based iii the Washington, D.C.
to document the nature of Anierican puppetry over the last area. Long-term gigs at the Smithsonian Institution and Mr.
half- century orso . Like Charlemagne ' sother recent imprilits , Roger 'x Neighborhood put them in the niiddle of American
Judy Barry Brown and Luman Coad's history of the Bob professional puppet theater. but the irstory shows that this road
Brown Marionettes is an up-close. unfiltered testimony of was a hard one every step of the way. Altogether. the view of
what it means to make puppet theater at a time when live United States puppetry presented iii thiA book is illuminating
performance is routinely overshadowed by television and The rise and fall of the school as+embly show. for example
film media. and when puppetry in general faces a constant (which the Browns lived through), is in itself a fascinatine
identity struggle-what exactly is it. who is it for, and what marker of the nature of late-twentieth-century culture.
should it do? Both Browns emerge as larger-than-life idiosyncratic

Bob Brown's start in puppetry is fascinating. Born iii New characterx: Bob the master puppeteerand builder. most com-
Jersey, he learned hand puppets. rod puppets. and marionettes fortable with onstage improvisation (and unable to memorize
with Len and Patsy Piper's Piper Puppets, and then joined lines). and Judy the playwright and director possessed of a
Bil Baird in time to take part in the company's State Depart- sly, irrepressible and often acid wit. The books focus on the
nient-sponsored tours of India and Russia. at the height of the Browns' "War Stories"give sit an i tisider'>, perspective that is
Cold War. Amazing! Brown met playwright and director Judy revelatory and yet often discomfiting. We learn that Bil Baird.
Barry at the 1964 Puppeteers of America Festival, where he puppeteer Rod Yo,Ing, the Smithsonian Institution. most
began to share what he knew of puppetry with her, six months puppet Aliow producers. the majority of children'> audiences.
later they were niarried. :mil even Mr. Rogers are-from the

The story of their puppet career in Browns' perspective-by turns naive.
the next decades is absorbing. They f * stupid. unfair, selfish, or mcan. Ouch!
work with Baird at the 1965 New York * 4- (*. 61, , //8 * 1 Such stories are meant to be humorous
World's Fair. perform at the Swedish '14 ' tales of the Browns' perseverance. but

.4Cottage in Central Park. and develop * 8 2>,~,0. ~ tile lau Lhs sonietinies stickinthethroat.
Christmas season niarionette shows '7'*8 utii,stial for Charlemagne Press. the
for Manhattan department stores. ««3.*4"# book has more than its share of spelling,
Over the years they create a substan- punctuation, and gramniatical errori:
tial repertoire of marionette and hand * C .-- and the paucity of actual dates often
puppet shows, shift into a combined - makes it hard to know exactly when
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BOOK REVIEW

heart of Englandk getierously subsidized National Theatre. marks
a particular openness to the possibility of puppetry as a legitimate
contemporary performance form. Met'vyn Millar, a puppeteer and
member of the large company that put 144/r Hc ) 1 'Ne together, offers
a fascinating insider's account of how a team of highly competent
performers. designers. writers, and directors from mainstream ac-
tors' theater opened themselves up to Kohler. Jones. and the whole
world of puppetty  Aware of the possibilities of puppet production
from the examples of the past few decade*, the M/ar Horse creative
team is nonetheless shown grappling with the challenge of inventing.
understanding. and utilizing a new -visual language- of puppets iii
a production whose central character-Joey-says not one word.
Different from The Licm King. the animals in War Horse are not
anthropomorphized. and yet are still invested with complex emo-

important events transpired..But the sheer honesty ofthe book tions. Millar recounts how actors become puppeteers. dramaturgs
and the energy of its subjects make it compelling reading. learn to write for puppet theater. and directors (the production has

two) learn to combine Handspring'% life-size puppet horses. pup-
The Horse 's Mouth is compelling in a different way . It documents pet birds . puppet humans and shadow theater. together with video
the 2007 development of War Hot·Ne: ·a full - fledged theater work and performing objects . into a spectacle about modern life . modern
for puppets and actors at Nicholas Hylners' National Theatre in war. and the relations of humans and aninials that. in production.
London. The production (runic,red to be headed for Broadway in achieves stunning effects.
2012) is based on Michael Mot-purgo'K eponymous novel, which tell~ Dit ferent froni A Pair of Cockeyed Optimists, Millark book
the epic story of Joey. a stalwart farm horse froni Wales. his young exchews anecdote in ati earnest effort to understand the innovations
owner Albert . and their journeys from rural innocence in the Welsh that War Hmv thru~t upon its makers . This aspect of the story is
countryside througli the modern machilie horrors of Worlil War l. fascinating becauseitdocuments achallenge many puppeteers face:
and then. miraculously. back home. In short. it is a love story-an how to explain puppetrys possibilities to highly skilled practitio-
entirely romantic one at thut-and in performance the remarkable ners of actor-based theater who. even if they want to. have a hard
puppets created by Handspring Puppet Compaily's Adrian Kohler time understanding howaconstructionof wood. metal. plastic. and
and Basil Jones make War Horse a stupendoils $pectacle that has leather can become the center of intense emotional and narrative
been packing houses in London over the past three years. first at power. Puppeteers know such things are routinely possible . The
the National Theatre and now in the West End. Horse:, Mouth shows how others can learn this as well.

British drama has long had a reputation for prizing text over im-
age. so the hucce&s of a puppet-based production. e,pecially from the reviews by John Bell
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Chinese Theatre Works

Grey Seal Puppets
Lynne Jennings
Colette Searls

Kermit Culture:
Critical Perspectives on "

Karen Smith
Siurid A. See

Jim Henson's Muppets

edited by Jennifer C . Garlen and Anissa M . Graham . Mc- SPONSOR
Farland & Company. Inc.. USA. 2009. ISBN Number Dc,jicikl Banjes, Jr,978-0-7864-4259-1

Puttl Vincent Da vis
Just as contemporary scholars have studied the work Carol Fijan
of J . R . R . Tolkien and The Simpsons for their cultural Tom Fogart>,
resonance. so too do the Muppets deserve academic
attention . Kermit Citlmre reprexents the first collec - Kathy Foley'
tion of scholarly writing about Jim Henson s Muppets . Kathee Foran
Editors Jennifer C. Garlen and Anissa M. Graham have Jane A. Hensongathered essays that will both challenge perceptions ot
how the Muppets function as pop culture icons as well Alice "Diane " Hollk
as essays that will delight readers with recognition 01 „ Ryan Howard
favorite Muppet moments. The "critical perspectives

Ailehi Knrunrange from essays about characters such as Gonzo the
Great and Miss Piggy to close examinations of specific Michael T. Lamason & Karen French
Muppet projects like The Muppet Wizard of 03. to ex-

Nicholas Loweaminations of their impact on popular culture and global
economics . The fifteen essays are usefully divided by Micliael Mocm
category into three sections-"audience participation: Claudia Orenstein"adaptation and performance. theories and strate-
gies .- In addition . there is an appendix that gives guest Steven Rit.- Barr
xtar listings for The Mitppet Show as well ax a listing ot Carc ,ll & Debra Spinney
other projects including the stable of characters from

Gretchen Van Lentethe show. While only one chapter takes puppetry as its
focus ( my own - From Muppetry to Puppetry -). the ma- Peter & Jarmila Zapletal
terial has enough variety to interest academics. cultural
critics. and Muppet fans alike.

L /U'tr 104(/Y'»KECU 6 _

review by Jennifer Stoessner , PhD V /-erall, t«?preci((_ lett
V J j
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Part I features eiglit lavishly illustrated essays. Photos include
images of rare figures and silhouettes. films. texts. and manuscripts
pertaining to shadow theatre. and early silhouette and stop-motion
movies.Professor Metin And contributed the article on Karalloz.4
and Lewis Hyde provided scripts of Greek Karaghiozis plays. Two
essays focus on great animation classics by Ladislas Starewitch
and Lotto Reiniger. South African artist/filmmaker. William Ken-
tridge. writes about his long time interest in shadows.

Part H. The Works. offers about 90 beautiful images of work by
contemporary artists Haluk Akakge (Turkey). Nathalie Djurberg
(Sweden). William Kentrid~ze (South Africa). Katariina Lillqvist
(Finland). Jockuni Nordstram (Sweden), Christiana Soulou
(Greece), Andrew Vickery (United Kingdom) and Kara Walker

In Praise of Shadows (USA). Excellent documentation of the powerful and inventive
puppetry work of Djurberg, 1.illqvist. Kentridge and Walker make

Curated by Paolo Colombo, text by Evamarie Blattner Carolina hi P,yil.Te of Shadmrs an especially significant contribution to
Lopez Caballero. Metin And, Lewis Hyde. William Kentridge. the field.
Enrique Juncosa, Francois Martin, Paolo Colonibo. In Praise of Shadows opened at the Irish Museum of Modern
Published by Charta. Milan. January 2()09, ISBN 978-88-8158- Art, Dublin. on Nov. 5,2008. The exhibition traveled to the Is-
714-8.150 pages tanbul Museum of Modern Art and the Benaki. Museum. Athens.

closing July 26.2009.
hi Praise of Shadows ix a handsoine volume, created as a catalog
for a museum exhibition. The book bringx together ti'aditional Order from the Charta website www.chartaartbooks.it .
shadow puppetry of Greece and Turkey. early shadow films and Barnes mid Noble ($41.95) or on Amazon.com
contemporary art and film. review by Steve Abrams

THE TORONTO SCHOOL OF PUPPETRY
Administered by the Puppetmongers

Invites participants to explore
the arts in puppetry

Weekend & Evening Workshops

The Fresh Ideas Series

The Spring Intensive

- Master Classes

* Please visit
www.puppetmongers.com

or call 416-469-3555
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JIM HENSON FOUNDATION
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check out our all new

Now with separate listings for:
* New York City Adult Puppet Theater

* New York City Family Puppet Theater
* National Puppet Theater

* Museum Exhibits & Festivals
To sign up for our Puppet Happenings mailing list, access information on our grant

guidelines, and other activities, please visit us at:

www.hensonfoundation.org

IN THE HEART OF THE BEAST k
PUPPETANDMASKTHEATRE

f t ./

Upcoming and ongoing projects include:

INVIGORATE THE COMMON WELL celebrates water as a
precious resource through community residencies, ceremonies, - f

and performances. -

LA NATIVIDAD combines street theatre, puppetry and a torch-
lit procession based on the Mexican tradition of Las Posadas. .

MAYDAY PARADE AND FESTIVAL is a hallmark of Minneapolis,
with artists and community members creating stunning puppets ~
and masks for this annual celebration.

Get involved! We have year-round volunteer internships and other
opportunities. Contact Margery Otto, motto@hobt.org, for details.



What's new at the
Center for

7/ 1, *L  Puppetry Arts®?
Jim Henson: Wonders from

HisWorkshop
Highlighting some of the performance and design

contributions Jim Henson and his collaborators
have made to the world of puppetry, this exhibit

features the technological advances behind Fraggle
Rock, Labyrinth and more. Come and experience

past and current innovations that continue to
inspire puppeteers and audiences around the

world. On loan from The Henson Family Collection
courtesy of The Jim Henson Legacy and The

Jim Henson Company.

Jim Henson: Puppeteer
Drawn from the extensive collection of the Henson

family and The Jim Henson Legacy, jim Henson:
Puppeteer includes Rowlf the Dog, Ernie, the La

Choy Dragon. Dr.Teeth.The Swedish Chef, Bugsy
Them and others.The exhibition presents

photographs, design reproductions and a selection
of the many puppets Jim performed during his

lifetime. On loan from The Henson Family
Collection courtesy ofThe Jim Henson Legacy.

Jim Henson: A Man & His Frog
jim Henson:A Mon & His Frog profiles Jim Henson

and his most famous puppet. This display inaugurates

On loan from The Henson Family courtesy of The

a series of preview exhibitions leading to the future
Jim Henson Wing of the Center for Puppetry Arts.

Jim Henson Legacy,

THE CENTERALSO OFFERS
< live performances, Distance Learning and

other educational programs, Create-A-Puppet
Workshops, off-site exhibits around Atlanta,

and our Museum's permanent collection
and other special exhibits.

- wWw.puppet.org • Ticket Sales 404.873.3391
ENTER FOR 1404 Spring Street NW at 18th • Atlanta, GA USA 30309-2820
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Small shadow- theatre . BOTTOM . Backstage . Figures left: Cinderella and Ugly Sisters . Right: The glass
coach. On the screen: Cinderella and the Prince in the ballroom. Top. Cinderella meets the Prince.
Ballroom scene as the audience sees it.

fron, Lotte Reinieer's SHADOW THEATRES AND SHADOW FILMS. 1970

11
A Publication of UNIMA-USA


